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The Social and Behavioral Effects of 8,-,,ade :-elevl.sion

on reeviously Untouched Alidienji./,s

inal Report
August. 1978

Researcr about the effects of teievisiot H.$ not a. neecent enterprise.

Studies and' essays, proclaiming, disciming,.tvw !!,1maing television as the

source of a host of social effects hay. parull A the --rowth of the industry

from its inception. From E. L. Whitt :Ln ,!rig Winn in 1976, the en-

tire range of views concerning the medium'-= rat4b s-T7 !;,ociety have been re-

presented; the policy issues presented, debated, and ,.refined. Nobody seems

neutral about television; virtually everyhrod knis WrOeln sides. Given the

history of television research, the range of cliiirovm0 existing opinions must

be taken as a measure of the rarity of defiritivre aloes. Few_studies about

television have been able to overcome the me*, logcal problem of prior

exposure of research subjects either to exte

social peers who are products of the "T.V.

time the social science research community be

so insinuated into society as a fast of our s,
4

ases of television, or to

Television, by the

serious .notice, was

, Tf4grilitive and affective

lives that no studi'could be designed absen Aajor comfoUndings.

The possibility now exists to do reseer television's psychological

anti social effects in the few remaining. come Y, _es in the United States which

have not experienced significant Trior expoRa,. to television. The study pre-

sented in this report established a foundat_aar if pre-television baseline data

in anticipation of the impending linstallatilse' daily prime-time television

programming. The study capitalized on, a set cf.,.unique characteristics in rural

40 Alaska creating a natural experiment for invest,eation.

Many areas of rural Alaska do, not have w:ce,ms to commercial television.

This condition provides a populatiwn currently untouched by the effects of

oft

1



-television m the interpe7rson,=: 1 relations of the cot or on the ilmotr-

psychic framework of the /individual. This situation is very rapidly ch44Wgimg

as The State of Alaska is aov toward the development of television

ception capabiity for all mre? of the ,tate. In 1976, the Legislatory-

appropriated Si .5 million to e(mip .-four ground stations for rece

television amd providing low c st television transmitters for com-

munity use. an addition, the staff,, , :hr.ongh the Governor's office, brought

national networ programming Ito r*,`. e cmnmunaties fdr five to six hours af

television entertainment per everd-- pl.as various amounts of day-time educa-

tional programmdng. This projm.:- went ?into operation in the first quarter of

1977. The development was per rived. a.s a rare circumstance under which social

scientists could know of the iezroduction of a significant social change

agent prior to the event. It -Tovided the unique opportunity to establisih

a, controlled baseline of data against which to measure the effects of znange

Another unique charactelerdstic of TuTal Alaska commending its value as a

research location is its mu:7icultural setting. The opportunity of studiving

a population which has not Wad any significant exposure to television ii, the

several cultural settings ammidlable in Alaska offers anoadditional cP7mension

of information not usually :-.vaflable from studies of the effects of television.

As Brislin, Lonner and Thornke (1973) have pointed out, the researcher, by

gathering' data in another cIWITure, can obtain xperimental treatments not

available in his own culture mild increase the predictive rangeof his hypotheses.

In making this argument for the strength of cross-cultural research,. we are

going beyond Eckman's argument for using naive populations, as presented imt

Constock and Lindsey (1975),innich states that a long history of exposure to

television on the part of children Audied may invalidate inferenFes about

the.effects of television. In addition, the relatively isolated rural sites
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make it possible tr examine biroad eff, n a natural: - =tic setting of

limited.complexi7y.

The examinntion of macro as well nicra effects is particularly impor-

7int in view of he widely held belief: regarding the effects of -television

ji -;nciety as a whole. Cerbmer (19721 !L..; pointed out Trelevision) Roles

ar4ritten and pars are cast to ciairpid, images consisv-lt with desired
_

rms- acti-en- in .a -symbotic sor_j et9 " Tms its symmeni if* fulinct ion tele-

m is a potentially powerful means ,f acaulturatiam and enculturation.

L presents models and goals which cum be aspired to but not achieved,

is also a potentially powerful medium for creating social unrest. The

r- --ent study provides baseline data of potential valpe to the social science

-mniunity in an area of research considered vital'tothe welfare of much of

he world's population.

Background

Two aspects 'of the Alaskan context are discussed here to givethe reader

some background for understanding the nature of One study. First, a brief

discussion of the distribution of culture groups in rural Alaska is presented.

Second, the distribution of access to commercial and public television in

Alaska is outlined.

Cultural Groups in Alaska .

Five distinct cultural groups reside in the areas 13`f Alaska whichare

about to receive their first exposure to television; the Eskimo,. the Aleut,

the Athabaskan Indian, the Indians of the Pacific Northwest Coast culture

(Tlingit, Haida and Tsihshian) and the immigrant non-Native peoples who are

primarily`, bpt npt exclusively, Capcasian Americans. Within and between each

Alaskan Native group there are significant differences in the degree to which

VW*
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traditional life styles... 'Each Native group has had a different history

orf contact_ and interactions with WeStern Culture and people.

The Eskimos are the lmes1 kmown and, in general, the most traditional of

Xlaska's aboriginal populieion. Currently the!), occupy coastal areas and the

//
7'adjacent riverfne envdronments from the Alattelke peninsula aroundirCilie northern

border with Canada- -Seven-2 aspects of their culture are of particular inter-

est in relation to 'the prronoseect study of the effects of television. In child

rearing they stress nonagves5ion attitudes and the avoidance of interpersonal

conflict (Nelsom,\?96g; !nippier and Conn, 1973). Many author's have commented

. c the extreme flemiency bf Esktmo child rearing and on their strong emphasis

on cooperation (Parker, 19ft...2 Chance, 19616; Gusber, 1965; and Spencer, 1952).

Traditionally the society did not provide authority roles and there continues to

be a disinclination to assure e dominance to interpersonal relationships: Eskimos

are reported to possess unusual ability :n tasks involving spatial relationships

(Berry, 1966; Forbes, _971: 1Cleinfeld, 1970); and unlike most other populations,

there are no sex difference!; in spatial ability.

The Aleuts are an Eskimo people Ju occupy portions of-the Alaska Penin-

sula, the Pribilof Islands and the Aleutian Chain. *Anthropologists estimate

they separated from their northern relatives about 3,000 years ago. Much of

their culture and most of their population were destroyed within a relatively

few years of thegQictICI with the Russian fur traders in the late 1700s. As a

result much less is known of their social culture than that of the Eskimos.

The Athabaskans of the interior are the least well known of Alaska's

Native people. Although the Eskimo's Arctic coastal environment is popularly

considered harsh, it is the boreal forest environment of the Athabaskan which

is the harsher, both in extremes of temperature and limited food resources.

Cultural flexibility has been an important Athabaskan adaptdve strategy and
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their willingness.to adapt to, and adopt from others has been noted by a num-
.

ber of authors (Van-Stone, 1974; Nelson, 1973; McClelland,_197O). Their tradi-

tional authority relationships lie.someWhere between the complete egalitarianism-
_

of the Eskimo and the highly stI.Waiedsociety of the Pacific Northwest Coast

Indian. Although Hippler and Conn (1972) disagree, most sources on Athabaskan

authority relationships (Osgood, 1936; MCKennon, 1965) feel that while tfiere

were chiefs in piecontact times they had little power. The atomistic nature of

the traditional Athabaskan social organization emphasized individualism, the free-

ddm of the individual family and the authority of the individual family head.

Along with the individualism there was a great deal of sharint. Van Stone (1974)

-states, "the sharing of big game and other important resources in theenviron-

ment,-a deeply rooted concept in traditional Athabadn culture, has continued IN

to be significant." (p. 101).

Little is available on traditional child rearing practices from literature

on the Alaskan Athabaskan.. Most comments relate to children's economic contri-

bution (Nelson, 1973) or kinship. The general impression is of a society, less

child-oriented and permissive than the Eskimo but not at all as strict and re-

strictive as the Northwest Coast Indians or non-Natives.

While the following cultural groups were not

they are none the 'less described here to complete

In distinct contrast to the Eskimo and Athabaskan,

included in the baseline study,

the overall background picture.

the Pacific Northwest Indians

lived in a lush forest environment, warmed by the Japanese current, and supplied

with abundant-food resources from the sea, primarily sOmon. c, In this setting .a

- dynamic, complex, highly stratified society,developed. The society was a

archical one with slaves, commoners and nobility. qberg (1973) notes that social

raak.and materia_ wealth were of primary importance to the Tlingit people. DeLaguna

(1965) characterizes "the traditional Chilkat (Tlingit) as an arrogant, hard,-

de
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warlile'peoPle. She speak df the brutality with which Chilkat children, were

punished and. hypothesizes that the' hardness, touchy pride, and competitiveness

which characterized the'Tlingit adurt-were .the result of the tensions initiated

in childhood experiences. The contemporaryiTlingit,^ilaida and'Tsimshian people

are generally regarded in Alaska as the most acculturated of the Alaskan Natives.

Television- in_ A}eska

According to the Alaska Governor's Office of Telecommunications, ) 85 percent

of the State's population can'regularly view television. Television service in

Alaika is a piecemeal system'of distribution by 1,4121.15 and commercial broadcast,

Armed Forces television, cable systems, minitransmiters, and an extensive net-.

work of translators. This loose system, in addition to serving the major cities

(Anchorage, Fairbanks, Juneau, and Sitka), brings telvisiontsto about 90 smeller

towns and villages. In 1976, the state legislature enacted a measure to add a

satellite network .of 23 additional villages to the above systems, at a cost of

$1.5 million (HCSSB 696).

The remaining 15 percent of the stitte's population withou t television m ay

seem a small figure on first reflection. However, frOm the standpoint of 're-

search, the critical social unit comprises the cdhmunity as well as the in;

dividual. There are over 90 such communities (of 2S or more people) among'the

15 percent not now receiving television: Various legislative proposals to-

extend television service to these sites have come under review, including

1978 legisition to appropriate $10.9 million for state-wide expansion of

slotellite delivery. The governor has reduced the appropriation to $2.7 million

for maintenance level,operation, leaving the question of further expansion at
1

least a year into the future.

1
For a full system description, see tce Final Report: Satellite Television

Demonstration Project. February 1978. Office of Telecommunications, Office of

the qpvernor, State of Alaska, Vols. I and II.
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The passage of HCSSB 696, marked the rise in-serious formal efforts of

the state to produce.ah integrated system of television deliyexy. This effort

also became the stimulus and the setting for the current study to establish

a baseline of appropriate data prior to any irreversible expansion of_com-
,

mercial programming to all areas of the state. The-timing of the study

fulfills as closely as possible an important research requirement that minimum

time Pass between gathering pretreatment data and initiation of the experi-

mental treatment.

. While the details of the design are presented in a later section, it is
' ,

, . ... .
,.

appropriate here-to present some ideas of the time of programming available

in the Satellite Television Demonstratipn Project.(STDP). Table 1 shows

typical composite program schedules for two points in time; a week in March,
.

1977, and a week in January, 1978. Final authorization of the program schedule

. resided with a representative committee cf the Alaska Federation of Native'i
,... .

. ,

(AFN). The AFN committee worked cooperatively with the Governor's Office

of Telecommunications, the latter providing information on program availability

and copyright constraints within which the AFN committee could act.

Conceptual Model

The major task undertaken in this study was to create a baseline of data

about the social and behavioral effects of broadcast television. Only the most

naive reader would fail to detect the awesome complexitY underlying this simple
0

statement of purpose. In its simplegt form, the problem reduces to trying to

measure future chanties -- without knowing precisely in what areas change will take

/
place. One cannot measure everything, yet one cannot let important changes

go undetected/ by narrowing the field too severely.

1 71
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Table 1

TELEVISION SCHEDULE: SATELLITE TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT1

This composite schedule is typical for a week in March, 1977,

Monday,

Educational 8:00A to 12:10P

.University of Alaska

Sesame Street

Right On! Health Ed/Elem.

Wordshop - Language Arti/3rd Gi,

Self, Inc. - Health Ed/Jr. High

Basic Skills (GED Preparation).-

Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

Nightly News (live) NBC

Capital 77 APBC

Six Million Dollar Man ABC

NCAA Basketball NBC

Monday'Night Movies NBC

Capital 77 APBC

News CBS

0 Tuesday,

...
Educational 11:00A to 2 :25P Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

IndOduction to Business Admin. Nightly News (live) NBC

(100 level college, course) , Capital 77 APBC

Introduction to Psychology NOVA PBS

(A011level college course) Happy Days ABC

,,,
Health,Plms - Goneial ;M .S.N. CBS

Instructional Program
iha-Baa Black Sheep NBC

Sports Spectacular CBS

All in the Family CBS

Capital:7719BC

ttEk
Educational 10:00A to 445P

RightOmiHealth,Ed./Elem,

Self, Inc. -.Health Ed./jr,

Wordshop Language Arts/3rd.Gr.

EleCtric Company,"

Infinity Factory"

'Basic Skills (GED Preparation)

Satellite TV, Demonstration

(Information concerning the project)

Thursday

University of Alaska

': Infinity Factory

Inside/Out Health Ed./8-10

Introduction to.Business Admin.

(100 level college courie),.,.,

Introduction to Psychology

(100 level College course)

Health Films - General,.

InstrUctidhal Progr*

News CBS

Evenin0:00P to,12:00M,

'Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

Nigh*News NBC

Capital 77 APBC

Wild Kingdom CBS

Once .Upon A Classic PBS

Barney Miller ABC

Tales of the Unexpected NBC

The Waltons CBS

Sanford and Son NBC

' Hawaii 5.0 CBS

Capital 77 APBC

News 'CBS .

Nightly News,(live) NBC

Capital 77 APBC

Jacques Cousteau ABC

NBA Basketball CBS

Wednesday Night Movie CBS

Capital 77 APBC

' News CBS . , '

Educational 10:00A to 12:30P

Sesame Street

Right On1.- Health Ed./Elem.

Inside Out - Health Ed./8-1,0

Instrqctional Program

Basic Skills (GED Preparation)

Friday

Siturda

7:COA to 9:00A

Introduction to',Business Admin.

(repeat of Tuesday and Thursday)

'Introduction to Psychology

(repeat of Tuesday and Thursday)

Educational - None

Evening 5:00P to 12:00q

Nightly News (live) NBC,

Capital 77 APBC

Children's Film Festival CBS

Donny and Marie ABC

Charlie's Angels. ABC

Bionic Woman ABC

Hee Haw CBS

Capital 77 APBC

News CBS

Evening 3:00P:to 11:00P

American Bedstand ABC

Saturday Ne6 NBC

Legislative Weekly Summary APBC

Little House on the Prairie NBC

Fantastic Journey NBC

Saturday Night at the Movies NBC

Evening 5:00P to 11 OOP

60*Minutes (live) CBS

Bugs Bunny/Roadrunner Hour CBS

Big Blue Marble CBS'

Wonderful World of "Disney NBC

Code R CBS

Wide World of Sports IBC

1

Infotmation fron State of Alnka!', Governor's Office of Telecommunications, Juneau, Alaska' 1978.

I.?



Table I continued

TELEVISION SCHEDULE: SATELLITE TELEVISION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Educational 7:34 to 4:50P

Open Math

Sesame Street

Tune-Up Shop / Primary

Right On! / Elementary

Contract! / High School

Universe and f 1 Jr, High

Tune -Up Shop

Washington Week in Review

Images and Things / Jr. High

Electric Company

GED Preparation

Over Easy

Bebop

Bread and Butterflies

Educational 7:30A torA:55P

Alaska Education

Growing Years

FundaMentals of Accounting

Contract!

Images and Things

Hands On!

Self-Incorporated / Jr. High

Life World 2000 / Jr.& Sr. High

Bread and Ilutterflies

Hands On! "

Measuremetric / Jr. High

Sesame Street

Images and Things

Over Easy

Electric Company

Right On!,

This, composite schedule is typical for a week in January, 1973.

Monday
Thursday

Educational 7:30A to 3:SOP

Alaska Education

Growing Years

Accounting

Over Easy

Cache Your Cash

Tuesday

Educational 7:30A, to 4:5SP

Open Math

Sesame,Street

MeasureMetric

Self-Incorporated

Inside Out

Tune-Up Shop

thiVerse and I

iands On!'

Alasla! / Jr. & Sr. High

Open Math

GED Preparation

Right On! ,

Over ,Easy

Open Math

A0ska Education

1L)

Wednesday

Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

Nightly News NBC

Wonder Woman CBS

Aviation Weather PBS

James at 15 NBC

Oregon Trail ABC

Monday News. NBC

Capital"78 APBC

News CBS

Evening 5:00P to 12:30A

Nigely News NBC

Grimly Adams CBS

Aviation Weather PBS

GED Oieparation APBC

Wilcome Back, otter 'ABC

Six Million Dollar Man ABC

Movies

Capital 78 APBC

News CBS

,.Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

Nightly News NBC

Jacques.Cousteau ABC

Aviation Weather PBS

Wide World of Sports ABC

Laverne and Shirley ABC:

'Wednesday Night at the 'Movies CBS

Capital 78 APBC

News CBS

Educational 7:00A to 2:35P

Growing Years .

Accounting

Washington Week in Review

Bread and Butterflies

Alaska!

Life World 2b00

Se1f4ncorporated

Contract!

Sesame Street

Inside Out .

Over Easy

Educational 7:30A to 9:00A

'GED Preparation

GED Preparation

,..iklaska Education

Educational None

Friday'

Evening 5:00P to 12:00M

Nightly News NBC

Once Upon A Classic PBS

Wild Kingdom CBS

Aviation Weather .PBS

GED Preparation APBC

Rafferty CBS

M.A.S.H. CBS

Movie

Capital 78 APBC

News CBS

Evening.5100 to 1:00A

Nightly News NBC

Children's Film Festival PBS

Tree House Club

Aviation Weather PBS

Ree.Haw ABC

Charlie's Angels ABC

Bionic WoOan ABC

Friday Night at the Movies ABC

News CBS

Saturday

Evening 5:00P to' 1:00A

American Bandstand ABC

Saturday NeWs ABC

Happy Days ABC

Little House on the Prairie ABC

Donny and Marie ABC

The Waltons CBS

Hawaii 5.0 CBS

Saturday Night Movie NBC

Sundaz.

Evening 5:00P to 11:00P

Sixty Minutes CBS

Hardy Boys $ Nancy Drew ABC

Wonderful World of Disney NBC tC

CPO Sharkey' NBC

Fish ABC

. Big Event or Movie NBC
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Given this problem, an objective was established to conceptualize a set

of categories of influences comprehensive enough to anticipate the most likely

area of change wrought by the influence of television. The resulting model

. -

conceptualizes the areas of influence within which measurement procedures could

be designed.

The influence model consists of three main components, each representing

a category of influences considered potentially related to psychological and

social changes among viewers. The three components, 1) active influences

of programming content on the individual characteristics of the viewer, 2)

replacive influences of the act of television viewing on the social character-

istics of the viewing community, ands3) holistic influences by which active

and replacive influences combine to restructure the viewer's relationship

with the social and physical environment.

Active influences

Most pribr research on the effects of 'television relates program content

to short and long term changes in the viewer.
2

Television violence has been

the greatest concern in this regard, as exemplified in the 1972 Surgeon General's

Report. Positive effects have also received attention by,researchers, pro-

viding needed balance and additional range of coverage. As-noted by Leifer,

Gordon, and Graves (1974):

,Children who watch programs depicting interpersonal violence dis-
play increased aggressiveness, but television can also encourage
socially valued behavior. Moreover, children change their
attitudes about people and activities to reflect those en-
countered in television programs. Thug, we conclude television
is not only entertainment, for children, it is anciran important
socializer of them. (p. 713)

2We'will not discuss the considerable amount o
0
f research on television and learn-

ing:, as in the evaluation of Sesame,Street by the Educational Testing Service
(Ball and Bogatz, 1970). SuCh research is outside the immediate scope of the
present study and will be considered As another area of research concern in
Alaska as time and future funds become available.

17
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A three-part framework is proposed within this component drawing attention

to specific areas of active television influences. These three areas are as

follows.

Behavior. Most.previous studies fall under this area, which is not too

surprising. Both the title and tenor of the Surgeon General's Report, Tele-

visidn.and Social Behavior, reflect this trend, and works such as Milgram's

(1973) study of violent behavior, and Friedrich and Stein (1973) on self

regulatory behavior further exemplify it. The probability of certain kinds of

'behavior resulting from viewing certain kinds of content is indeed the ultimate

criterion of whether an active influence has taken-place.

Roles. Roles are the perception bf ."who one is And what one does" in

relation to other members of the groupfamily, or society. They'may be further

defined in relation to specific situations. The perception of sex roles,is an

important example of this 'kind of-influence and, as pointed out by Gerbner (1972)

and others (Isber and Cantor, 1975; Sternglavand Serbin, 1974); is a salient

component of television content. 'Roles related to ethnicity comprise anther

important area of concern, especially in the multicultural setting of rural

Alaska.

Warrld view. The variables dealt with in this third area of active effects
0

are the which reflect the individual's perception of the Larger world. Tele-

vision can be expected to change expe#ations of how the world will react (e.g.,

expectations of violence, Gerbner'ana Gross, 1976), perception of the geo-

graphical relation of the community to the rest of the world (geocentrism),

knowledge of and aspiration-to the variety,of occupational roles portrayed,

and the conception of how manageable and manipulable the world portrayed on -

z.

the,screen may be (locus-of-control) .
t-4

The particular measures selected for these classes Of variables were

1.7
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chosen for their applicability to the cross-cultural situation. Most had had

extensive use in previous cross-cultural research. Measures of active effects

are primarily, but not exclusively, focused on children as it is reasonable

to expect the greatest changes to be found in younger viewers. The choice

of focus on children was also made in response to the intense concern ex-
,

'5 pressed by Native parents and others about the effects, positive and negative 9

of television on their children.

-Replacive Influences

This area of influence represents a departure from most prior research.

At issue are the social patterns and rhythms of a locale prior to the in-

.

fluence of television which risk replacement or modification by local in-

creases in time spent watching televion as it becomes available and con-

venient. One result of the recent ATS0 demonstration (Orvik, 1975),-where-
,

locally relevant programming took place for one night a week in a school,

was that each target community showed a unique attendance pattern over.a nine-

month period. This result indicated the presence of patterns of social

behavior unique to each community, with which the limited programming was in

competition.

The conception is that television, because of its ability .to create an

° appetite for itself, as well as its products, will require some commit-

ments in terms of time and energy on thepart of the viewing population.

Given that these are finite resources, it follows that the activity of view-

ing telelAsion must replace or.modify.some other activity. The specific

activities that are most affected by the-introduc:6on of television will be

dependent_upon_the-local circumstances-and their-funetional-fit-with tele- 41

vision. The logical qutcome is, given consistent availability, television

19'
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will replace or modify more and more social patterns over time Ana will make

communities less and less.

placed by' one behaviosc

In this component of

represent the main focus,

distinct to the extent unique behaviors are re-

ommon to all; watching television.

the influence model, patterns of social interaction

providing the basic data for characterizing the

process of cultural continuitiy and change. During the brief histories of

two earlier television experiments in Alaska, both gave some evidence of

potentially substantial effects on community social patterns. Summarizing

the Mini-Television evaluation-of effects on social activities, (Anthropos,

1974), there was a general reduction in visiting between households. Formal

social activities such as school functions,-cluir meetings, and church suffered

as well. On the other hand, there was also suhmtantial reduction in law

enforcement problems related to"alcohol and vandalism. The S.L. Paul (Pribilof

Islands) police chief reported a 40percentdrop in alcohol related arrests
. ,

,-. 41/4

over a two-year period which he "related safely to television," In general,

the Mini-Television experience seems to have two summary effqcts: "it keeps

people at hone," and "it regulates time.".

Incontrast to the communities studied in the Mini-Television experi-

ment,. results from Project Wales- showed .no-apparent reduction in the amount

of visiting between households (Madigan and Peterson., 1974). However, as in

.the Mini-Television communities, an effect of telamosamm was to reduce parti-

cipation in formal social gatherings., Reduced participation in school board
Ye;

and council meetings was particularly noted and, me-mtght be predicted, no

regularly scheduled movies in Wales made money awing the test period.

_Regarding:the-replaclve influences-on othmr-mbitial-Oreterns, we can only

speculate in the absence of directly relevant steadies. For example, for

social aspects of1subsistence activiti?s,.our judgments and predactions rely
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mainly on the degree of incompatibility found between any particular sub-

sistence behavior and watchin tel.wision. However. one key aspect is the

potential of television watch

subsistence skills are handek

role of television in modify

) restructure the relationship by which

from one generation to the next. The

le process Qf enculturation is of great

interest since it stands to restructure the pattern of personal relationships

by which cultures are passed onto the young. If one or both parties to the

learning relationship shift toward being occupied by the medium, the rate of

social change is augmented by two factors. One factor is the content which

providos.new behavior and role models. The other factor, of direct relevance

Lo -.the replacive component4of the model, is the replacement of the social

arrangements under which culture learning now takes place,_with new arrange-

ments possibly inimical to such transactions.

For data-gathering about replaCive influences, particular variables

were not a priori defined with the-specificity of those in the active com-
,

ponent, since this area is by definition more situation-specific and exploratory

in its-appidach. The research strategy, was to identify behaviors risking re-

placement from which a sample could.be drawn, and their pre-televisior frequency

and times of occurrence estimated. Table 2 shows an example of a framework

-NfOr selecting variables for systematic categorization. This particular
N,

Table 2

Matrix of Behaviors

Scheduling-of Behaviors

Self-Scheduled .Externally,Scbaduled-

__

.

.

.

.. ..

Compatibility:

Functional

Compatible
Non-Compatible

.

Temporal

' Compatible
Non-Capatible
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fraMework has two dimensions by which to categorize appropriate behaviors

at risk.

In the example, compatibility could not simply be defined as the extent

to which an activity can be engaged in while watching television. Functional

compatibility is only one aspect of the definition. Another aspect is the

temporal dimension. That is, an activity may be incompatible in the functiOnal

sense; but compatible.by virtue,of not conflicting with the viewing schedule.

The other dimeniion of the above matrix is the scheduling of activities; self-

scheduled versus-externally scheduled. Self-scheduled activities are those

for which the actor determines when they occur and for how long. Externally

scheduled activities are those for which the time or length of occurrence are

not controlled by the actor. Our assumption (or a priori guess) is that cer-

tain behaviors will be more likel' candidates for replacement than others based

upon their position on the matrix given above. This matrix represents certain

characteristics and functions that interact with the characteristics of'television.

An example of how the model is used to identify variables for selection

in the baseline data follows. An obvious behavior that might be in direct

competition with television viewing would be movie attendance. The evidence

from the historical data universaFly is that television has a significant

effect upon attendance at movies and this is substantiated at the local level

by the anecdotal evidence from Project Welles (Madigan and Peterson, 1974):

Since movie attendance is a significant source of income for many, of the small

t_c_C_Mmunities,.its reducti-on WITI-be of some interest at the level of local

policy development. In addition, movie attendance is a major leisure time

activity for most communities in rural Alaska as it provides the major source

of outside entertainment; and many villages have movies as often as once a
.

night and almost all have them weekly. PlaZing this behavior in the matrix
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as an example, we would find that cannot occur while watching television

which makes it functi9naily non-compatible; it is temporarily non-compatible

in that it usually occurs during prime television viewing times and it is

externally determined in that the individual does not usually have control

over the timing. Therefore, the hypothesis that would be generated with

respect to this particular behavior, other confounding variables being equal,

would be'replacement or modification.

The most serious confounding dimensions to consider with respect to this

particular matrix are the degree of survival value and social importance of an

"activity and whether they are group or individual activities. These dimen-

satins can then be added to the framework as further conceptual analysis warrants...

Holistic Influences

Thus far, the model has -offered elemental categories of variables by which

television may have an impact We turn now to the development of integrative

concepts by which important molar, or holistic outcomes were conceptuarized.

For such a set of concepts to be effective for our purpose in gathering data

related to global changes, it had to meet a number of important criteria.' First,

it had to'emtertain holistic rather thawelemmmtal outcomes. Secund, it had to

he relevant to the cultural and environmental ranges)encountered in the popu-
. ,

.lations of interest. Third, it had to be transposable into the operAions

necessary for measurement within local cultural settings. And fourth, the data

:gathered had tobe generalizable beyond the specifics of the cultures involved,

so that general conclusions about social and psychological processes could emerge_

as to the effects of broadcast television.

With these general prescriptions in mind; we turned to the psychological.
,

\

literature, especially the cross-cultural literature considered most likely

to fulfill these demands, for a concept to guide this aspect of the present

f
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.study. Specifically, the pioneering work of Witkin (195G, 1974)-and others

(Witkin, Dyk, Faterson, Goodenough, and Karp, 1962) served as at a basis for this

development.

tiation under

Our interest focused on the concept of

development for the last three decades.

psychological diffei'en-

reP
The nature of the con-

cept has been presented in great detail in numerous books and journals by

Witkin and his colleagues (e.g., Witkin:, 1949, 1950, 1974; Witkin, et al, 1962).

Surmgrizing the main points of the concept risks, a certain amount of over

simplification, but some background, is necessary to help establish its

relevance to this component of the present model.

Psychological differentiation refers to certain pervasive, self-consistent

ways in which a person perceives, organizes,_and interacts with internal and

external experience, In its broadest form,.the dimension which characterizes

4

%

this area.of functi6ning ranges from relatively global to relatively articulated;

and because its indicators are found most often and most reliably in a wide

Variety of cognitive performances, its manifestatiOn is often termed the

Individual' l'cognive style." But, as noted by Witkin (1974):.

'Cognitive styles' are the characteristic self-consistent modes
of functioninefound perVasively throughout an individual's cog-
nitive, that is,.perceptual.and intellectual activities. They

are- -now known to be manifestations in the cognitive sphere, of
still broader dimensions of personal functioning, evident in
similar form in many areas of the individual's psychological
activity. Cognitive styles thus speak on,more than cognition.
(p. 99)

Indications of this personal "style" show up in the,extentto which

a person develops independence from the immediate perceptual and social

field, an articulated body concept, and."...structured, specialized

defenses and controls, such as intellectualization and isolation, for

channeling of impulses and expenditure of energy." Specific measures on

this dimension have been shown to distinguish global (field-dependent)'and

articulated (field-independent) styles quite consistently. For example,

articulated persons are moreable to perceive geometric figures
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in a complex design-(Witkin,, Altman, Raskin and Karp, 1971), are less de-

pendent on an orienting frame to adjust a rod to the vertical (WitkinT1962),

and draw human figures with greater articulation of body parts (Witkin, 1962).

Witkin has characteristically stressed the developmental aspects of

psychological differentiation, particularly in two areas of socialization;

the degree to which ps/chological separation and indeperldence are encouraged,'

and the. manner Inswhich training in impulse control is carried out (Witkin,

1974). Recent developments, however, have extended the concept of psycho-

logical differentiation to encompass the broader context of person-environ-,.

-

ment interaction, notably in non-Western cultural settings (Berry, 1974, 1975).
.

Casting psychological differentiation theory into an ecological model, Berry

(1975) stresses tge role of environmental demands as a key factor in deter-

'mining cultural characteristics related to global-articulated functioning of

persons within habitats. Berry (1966, 1974) reports considerable evidence

supporting an ecological model relating psychological differentiation to

patterns of subsistence and child rearing across societies similar (both

culturally and environmentally) to the range found in rural Alaska. Differ-

ential socialization patterns are conceptualized in the model essentially as

intervening'cultural processes in response to.environmental determination of

subsistende activities. Thus,, both socialization and psychologjx11 differ-

entiation are said to result from the ecological press in the person-environ-

ment interaction.

For the present study, broadcast_te/evision. was seen as a potentially.

powerful agent of change dfrettly relevant to the theories of Witkin and °fir

,Berry. To the extent that 1-...-ilevision becomes an: influence; both in the

active and replacive senses, socialization patterns, and person-environment

interactions, both'become major vehicles-of.change. Thus, by extension,,

\L.

25
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/ -

television's holistic influence, through change in these intervening processes,

may,bes,/be marked by changes in levels of psychological differentiation. -To

the extent Betrps ecological model finds a sufficient range of exemplars in

Alaska. (and there is every reason to believe it will),.a range of psychological

differentiation levels is likewise expectedto'be.found,

With the above

design developed 10

sented by conceptual

Research Design

conceptual model in mind, we turn now to the research

implement it in the field setting. The design is pre-

component, and.modifications made during the course of

'the prgect are described along withthe rationale for each chang6.

0

Active Effects Measures .

In the initial proposal for
.

Imp which baseline measurements

proposed measurement methods are

. 0

funding, lists of.;lariables were presented

wereto proceed. These variables,and their

listed here injable3,

Tible 3
Initially Propo Variables
and Measuret, Septembe'r, 1976

Variable

Behavior

1.- Incidence of aggression
(children)

tip

2. Conflict resolution;'
frequency and typeof
resblution (children) ,

3. Competition/cooperation
(children)

-t

- Measure at.

4A
Naturalistic-Observation

a

.Experimental Measure;
, Probability of administering shock-

to 'anima in maze learning
. experiment- :

Naturalistic ObtervatiOna
L

Naturalistic Obseiationa

Experimental Measurer D

Prisoner's dilemma apd circle
matrix board. (Kagan andMadsen,-
1972) "1

2:4 elk 2
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Behavior. (cont.)

Roles

O

Variable

4. Pro-social behavior;
tolerance of delay, pic-
social interpersonarand
task persistence (children)

4

1. Self concept (adults and
youth)

2. Sex roles children)

3. Power roles (adults, youth
Sand children).6

6

4. Ethnicity (adults, youth
and children)

, 3 ,
World View

11 Achievement motivation

Occupational. aspirations

OccupatIonal expectations

4. Locys-of-control

20

Measure

Naturalistic Observationa

California Psychological
Inventory (Magargee, 1972)

Twenty Statements (Kuhn and
McPartland, 1954)

Nzturalistic Observation
a

(of children's games)

'It' test (Brown, 1956) ques-
tfOnnaire on oceupational choices

t

California Psychological
Inventory'(adults and youth)
(Magargee,-1,972)

Naturalistic Observationa
(children)

Queitionnaire covering who con-
trols rewards, who defers to whom,
etc. (adults and youth).

Questionnaire dealing with ethnic
social choice and evaluation

.

California Psychological
-Inventory (Magargee, 1972)

Questionnaire

Questionnaire

Children's version'fNorwicki
and Strickland, 1973)

Adult's fertion (Rotter, 1966)

-Naturalistic observation schedules based on Baldwin and Baldwin (1973) and
A

FriedriChand Stein (1973):

ti
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Roles (cont.)
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5. Expectation of,violence Questionnaire (Gerbner, 1976)

6. Geocentricism Test; drawing village in
world setting

The median number of school years completed by Alaska Natives varies

greatly frbm one area to another. For example, in 1960 the median in the Yupik

EskimO area was two years and in the Kodiak area eight: years. As a result,

final selection of measures had to await final site selection.

After pilot testing in the selected site villageg in November, 1976, some

of the measures suggested for the three classes of active influences of tele-

vision in the original proposal were modified or replaced. Changes and-addi-

tions to the measures were as follows:

1. Rosenzweig Picture Frustration Test. Four additional items were

added to the test, a popular and culturally adaptable semi-projective device,

---
added items paralleled the interaction of four ok the original. Rosenzweig

items but in them individuals and backgrounds appropriate for contemporary

rural Alaska are portrayed, providing for more culturally appropriate stimuli.

2. Aggression Testing. Unit (ATU). The original measure of an index of

overt aggression had been a maze test where subject- controlled shock could .be

administered to animals. Representatives of Native groups suggested that Native

parents might react negatively 'to this measure. Ieits place a rifle rangel

game, the ATU_was developed.

3. ,California Psychological Inventory (CPI). The CPI, a popular measure
1

of various personality, dimehiions waSdeveloped because its reading level was.

too high for a significant number of youths and adults in the Native villages.

-- I'
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Items from-Trimble's (1973) survey of Naive Americans were substituted as

Measures of Serf-Esteem. T

4. =Locus-of-Control. Both the adult (Rotter, 1966) and the children's

(Norwicki & Strickland, 1973) versions of the locus-of-control scale were

beyond the reading comprehension level of a significant portion of their

intended' subjects ir the Native villages. Locusrof-control items from Coleman's

-(1966) survey of equality of educk'mal opportunity were substituted.

S. The drawing test for geo,Lentrism' was eliminated because of problems

in establiShing reliable scoring criteria:- Substitute measures are as in-

dicated in Table 1.

Additions to-the test battery 'were the Osgood Semantic Differential, the

Which-Pich, and the TVT, which are described in Appendix A. Table 4 shows

the final selection of variables and measures used in the pre-television base-

line testing.
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Replacive Effects Measures

In the initial proposal, a plan was developed to hire a resident .con-

tact/field worker in each site to conduct interviews and make systematiC

observations on a number of dimensions. From their work was to come the

construction of activity and social patterns to occupy the cells of the

matrix of behaviors-at-risk described above in the conceptual model- For
,,

a variety of reasons the plan did not work. The main reason appeared to be

the strain caused by placing a resident of the community.in the position

of observer over the residents' intimate acquaintances. Systematic obser- 0

vation created a role that was culturally unfamiliar as well as uncomfortable,

even repugnant; both to the observer and the observed. However, the inter-

views carried out by the resident field workers, while not yielding infor-

mation needed to portray patterns'of community life in a manner rich-.enough

to be of-value as baseline data, were effective in providing WorthWhile

demographic data..

A solution to the problem of gathering activity data was found by-

shifting the emphasis item traditional sociological methods to methods

involving ethnographic field work. Three giaduate student observers were-

recruited on the basis of prior experience working in minority culture

Lettings and familiarity with ethnographic methodS. Each was subjected to

specific training for the task in the Spring of 1977, under the supervision

of a University of Alaska cultural anthropologist in cooperation with

ongoing project staff. Each observer was then placed in a village to

reside with a local family for a period of six weeks. During this time, in

addition to making and recording daily'observations, the observers net with

training staff on three occasions, twice outside the village and once on

site.
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In addition to the production of three "mini -ethographies" the outcome

of the process yielded considerable refinement in the conceptual framework

for understanding the potential replacive effects of television in the

communities of interest. The field researchers constructed sets of behaviors

categorizable into ten broad Institutional domains: leisure, family, economic,

political, religious, mating, educational, traditional, medical, and informal

voluntetring. Behaviors in each of these categories are scalable on each

of 13 dimensions, a priori considered important to predict the probability

of their replacement by television viewing. -The 1-3 dimensions with de-

scriptions of their-extreme values are listed in Table 5.

Table 5

Matrix Dimensions for Analyzing Replacive Effects

Dimensions Extreme Values

Compatibility

Instigation.;

Social-Unit

-Place

Time of Day

Temporal

Sex Roles

Age

Cultural Specificity

Evaluative

Economic and Viability

Duration

Homogeneity

Compatible Not Compatible

External - -- Internal

Group.Activity Individual

Indoor' Outdoors

Prime Time Not Prime Time

Specific Time Non-Specific

Male 'Female

. 0-10 50+,

.Specific Non-Specific

Positive Negative

Lucrative Non-Lucrative

1/2 Hour or Less 1 Day or. More

UniqueCommon
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These behavior dimensions relate specific behaviors to the act of watching

television. Additional dimensions were created on the basis of face validity

for repladement prediction, e.g., economic viability relates to the cost of

giving up the behavior in general economic terms. Sex roles, age, and

cultural specificiti are demographic variables which'may influence variations

in replacement or which may be unique to a given milieu. This table should

not be considered complete as it is currently undergoing considerable

analysis in light of the material gathered in the first stage of this pro-

ject. The'sets'of behaviors identified through the ethnographic approach

are presented in a later section (baseline data).

As can be seen, one refinement of the theoretical framework is to

integrate d larger number.of dimensions into the original matrix. As these

dimensions are refined, however, the scope of the model will become consid-

erabfy more comprehensive.

Holistic Measures

-The key variablesconveying the influence of the holistic effects were

initially conceived in an independent-dependent variable format. Two classes

of independent variables within the theory ,of psychological differentiation

were presented; socialization practices, and ecological interaction. The

.former had to do with the extent to which socialization led to separate

and autonomous functioning and allowed for permissiveness in control of im-

pulse. The form of ecological interaction of interest in this study had

to do with the range and quality of play and work activities in and around

the community.

The dependent variable of interest was the extent of psychological

differentiation measured at baseline andover indefinite periods of time

into the future._

3
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Ai originally conceived, the plan was to .sombine longitudinal moni-

toring of changes iri psychological differentiation as a result of television,

with a test of the theory underlying the sources of psycholgical differ-
,

entiation as espoused by the socialization and ecological interaction:

models. The plan proved too, ambitious for the time and financial resources

available. When research priorities were evaluated at various points in

time, it became clear that a choice would have to be made between testing

theory as a secondary outcome of our efforts, aresticking to the estab-

lishment of the baseline which was the primary aim. It was decided that

the dependent variable, psychological differentiation being the essence .

of the holistic component, wasthe measurement goal to be pursued. The

primary test, was the Children's Embedded Figures Test
3
administered in

March, 1977, with the batter), of tests developed for measurement of active

effects.

Project History

Tnis section briefly summarizes the progress of the project from the

time of funding to the completion of the current data archive of baseline

measures.

In order to do research in Alaska Native villages, permission must

be sought from each of the administrative echelons created by the Alaska

Native Claims Settlement Act--state, regional, and village. Initial con-

tacts at the state level with the Alaska Federation,of Natives, Telecommuni-4p

cations Committee were made shortly before the grant award notice reached

the University .of Alaska inOctober, 1976. Permission was granted by the

3Consulting Psychologists Press, 577 College Avenue, Palo Alto,
California 94306. 1

.
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Committee to contact village councils through regional representatives:

Eight Native villages -(two Eskimo, two Aleut, and four Athabaskan) agreed to

participate in the study. Two Anglo-American communities were contacted

:Erectly and by early December all ten research sites had been briefed on

the nature of the project and its planned activities.

None of the,communities studied are accessible by road. Mail planes

which also carry a few passengers, service each community once or twice a

week; the only other access is by chartered aircraft. The Eskimo, Anglo-

American, and Athabaskan communities range from between 100 and 200 in popu-

lation. The two Aleut communities have populations of 115 and 290. Al-

-' though all communities are isolated, the Aleut communities are relatively

less isolated from acculturative influences than are the other Native com-

munities since they are nearer cities with predominately Anglo-American

populations. The study population's experience with the world outside the

village environment diffirs from, one area to another within the Native popu-

lation studied, and between the Anglo-Americans and the Natives. Table 64

presents, by culture area, the percent of children studied who never had

lived in a community other than their home village, and the percent of

children who had lived in each type of community outside their home village.

Tab re 6

CHILDREN'S RESIDENCE OUTSIDE THEIR HOME VILLAGE:.
BY CULTURE AREA

AREA NONE VILL. TRANS. CITY OUT

Eskimo 70%

83% ..

55.6%

S.1%

10f

2.6% .

8.9%

7.7%

, 15%

10.4%

2.2%'

---

_ --,

5%

3.7%
,

33.3% .

1--

- --

---

---

87.2%

Athapascan

Aleut

Anglo '

N01 have never resided outside of home village

Viii village under SOOpopulation. For Native
children, a Native village.

Trans. transitional village, over SOO population'
Out

and predominantly but not exclusivsl Native

City Alaskan City, over 4000
population and predominantly
but not exclusively Anglo-
American.

4
Descriptions of the research cotmunities are based on-information gathemed
in March, 1977.when the battery of Acta= measures was administered.-

ably outside Alaska
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All of the Anglo-American children, 96% of the Aleut children, and 75%

of the Athabaskam'and Eskimo children had watched television at some time

prior to its introduction via satellite to the research sites_ All of the

children had seen-a number of movies as well; therefore the novelty of the

medium is not a significant factor affecting their response to television.

The use of a Native language, as opposed to the ,use of English, can be

used as a rough measure of acculturation for Native groups. Table 7below

presents the percent of use of their Native language by children and their

parents in each of the Native areas.

Table 7

First and Second Language Use
By Percent of Area Study Population

AREA LANGUAGE OF. PARENTS
AT HOME .

LANGUAGE OF CHILD
AT HOME

LANGUAGE CHILD SPEAKS
WITH PEERS

Eskimo

ENGLISH NATIVE BOTH ENGLISH NATIVE BOTH ENGLISH NATIVE BOTH

22.5% 27.50 45% 65% 2.5% 27.5% 72.5% 22.5%

y

5%

Athapascan 41.6 --- 58.4' 93.5 1.3 5.2 100 ,__ , _
Aleut 24.4 --- 73.3 95.6 --- 2.2 95.6 2.2. 2.2

An:lo-American 97.4 ---
a

2.6 97.4 - - -a 2.6 100

a.

Non-Native languages other than English were not counted.

The most extensive use of a Native language within any of the Native areas

is in Ambler where only 10% of the parents, speak English in the home and 50%

speak-only Eskimo. Using language as a measure of acculturation, we can rank

Native groups: (1) the most acculturated, the Aleuts, (2) the Athabaskans,

and (3) leistLacculturated, the Eskimos. Within areas, the ranking of more,

or less, traditional would be: Ambler, more; Buckland, less; Shageluk and

Grayling, more; Holy Cross and Anvik less; Old Harbor, more; and Ahkiok, less.
20

The degree of acculturation and exposure to the world outside the village

has direct, relevance to the roLe television may play in forming attitudes
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toward other ethnic groups.. Children who, nave not lived inAnglo-American

Alaskan or outside,Alaska communities are unlikely to have had direct experi-
,

ence with Blacks, and their interaction with Anglo-Americans will have been

limited. For these children the symbolic world of television will, provide

all or most Of their experiences with other ethnic groups.

In each village a local resident was hired to do observing and inter-

viewing, and to act as a local contact for the project. Training and orien-

tation of the village project employees was done in December, 1976 at the

Fairbanks campus of the University of Alaska. The one-week-training session;

included orientation .to the project, development of interviewing skills,

training in the observation format, and observing practice sessions at a

iocal elementary school. Further on-site training, periodic supervisionl

and monthly reliability checles had been planned, but it was not possible to

implement_this procedure consistentlyin the Native villages and so in those

cases the observation was dropped. Periodic supervision and reliability spot

check procedures were, however, implemented for the Anglo-American sites

and observation data were gathered there.

Following_the University of ,Alaska's,1976 Christmas vacation, four

Alaskan Native students were recruited to administer the active effects

measures and one of the holistic measures in the Native villages. The students

were trained in test administration over a four-week period. Testing was

done in March, 1977, during spring vacation. Each tester was paired with

a member of the project staff to make four teams, each team to complete the

-testingrat two Native village sites during a ten-day period. When testing.at

the Native sites was completed, two members of the research staff met with

the village project employees from the Anglo-American communities for-an in-

.tensive two-day, training session.. The latter then accompanied the staff
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ers to the two sites for completion of the testing.

Subjects for the active measures were seledied from grades one through

eight. Five dhildren were selected from each of two successive "grades (that.

Lis, for example, five from grades one and two combined), resulting in a total

of twenty in each village. Table 8 shows the number tested by grade 4eve1

and site. Sample size was determined by the amount of time it would take to,

Table 8

Number of Children Tested by Grade Level and Site
a

SITE GRADE

1 2 3 4 S i 7 8 Total

TV

1. 1 4 3 ., 2 3 2 2 3 20
3. 2 2 2

-3
3 3 1 '4 3 20

5. 1 4 4 1" 2 1 3 19
7. 4 2 3 2 5 0 0 6 22
9. 4 1 3 2 4 2 1 3. 20

Total TV 12 13 14 13 16 7 8 18 101

No TV

2: 2 1 3' 3 2. 4 . 1 3 2 20
4. 2 0 3 3 6 1 3 2 .20

' 6. 2 1 3 2 2 5 2 1 18

8. - 0 5. 3 2 5 1 3 4 23
10. 3 2 2 2 1 3 1 5 19.

Total TV 9 11 14 11 18 11 12 14 100

Total 21 24 28 24 34 18 20 32 201

a. Sites indicated by number to protect anonymity.
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administer the test battery and by the enrollment in the smallest school (21).

The IT test was administered to gr es one and two only, the circle matrix

. to all grades, the Children's Emb ded Figures Test to grades one through

six, and the balance of the measures to grades three through eight for a

total of 201 sulSects. Children tested represented approximately fifty percent

of all students enrolled in grades 'nice through eight in all research sites.

Following administration of the test battery in all villages, tests

were scored, data were encoded, and raw data stored in IBM,card format. The

data were,then entered in system files in the format of the Statistical Pack-
.

age for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The SPSS format.was chosensin order"to

crea e a data archive which would be easily available to-and usable by other

social scientists, as stated in the original proposal.

Although no difficulty was encountered in creating the initial SPSS system

fifes, there were problems in creating transformation data files, obtaining

e criptive statistics, and in retrieving data from the files. The University

o Alaska-has had relatively little experience with data from the social

fences and had no 4upportpersorinel familiar with programs commonly used by

s ciAl scientists. ZAfter a number of delays it was decided to seek computer

services elsewhere. Arrangements were made to use Western Washington Uni-

versity's'computel center whose staff has extensive experience with SPSS.

data archive of the desired'SPSS-system files.in easily retrievable form was

completed and a duplicate tape was made for the use-of CNER at the University

of Alaska.

As stated in the Nbvember, 1977 coniinuation proposal, a major change

from the original proposal was made in the. methodological approach to the

collection of replacivedata. Because of the early rytognition of the failure

40
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of traditional,sociological survey research methods to tap the kind of data

needed, the decision was made to.shift to an ethnographic research approach.

Mini-ethnograp hies from three of the Native villages were prepared by trained

graduate student observers who each spent three weeks in training at the

University of Alaska and six weeks in residence. in their respective village.

The list of activities categorized from the Mini-ethnographies is not in a
akt

fo7.11 amenable-to numeric computer storage. However, it is intended to make

them available as part of the data. archive, for even brief ethnographips can

be valuable in assessing changes in village life over time.

Accomplishments of the Initial Phase

The objective of the initial phase of this study, as stated ,in,the original

proposal, was to gather baseline behavioral and social data prior to the im-

plementation of broadcast' elevision in rural Alaska and. to put the data in

a descriptive baseline form suitable for retrieval, later reapplication, and

fo'r longitudinal analysis. That task has been completed for the original'

measures listed in Table.4. The raw data and the SPSS system files are avail-

able. from CNER at the University of Alaska as stated in the handout reproduced

in Appendix B. The code book for the SPSS system files is reproduced in

`Appendix C,

The replacive data consist of mini-ethnographies of three of the non-tele-
.

vision sites, one in each of the Natives culture areas included in the"foot

print" of the satelhlite. As stated previously, xerox copies of the three

ethnographies are also available from CNER'.
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Preliminary Results- of .Active Measures

Although our primary task was to create a data archive:of pre-television

measures, some preliminary analyses of the data from the,active measures have

,been done.' Descriptive statistics are completed on all active measures ex-

cept the Observation and the TVT. The nature of the data from Observation is

h

such that descriptive statistics of the data as a whole wouldebe -misleading

because the number of observations, the time of obserKations, and. the location

while obserVed, necessarily vary from child to EhilA d. Analyses .of the,TVT

data will not be made until the protbcols are rated again by an independent

rater. Ratings of the TVT and analyses of the Observation data are to be in-

cludedcluded in the study proposed by Lonner and Forbes (see. Future section).

The following description4of similarities and differences among students

,in research site villagesbis based on descriptive statistics, and on analysis of

variance,. Chi square and multiple7comparison procedures used with the active

measures. Overall, no significant differences were found between television

and non-television villages on any of the measures on which anal_iesewere per

formed. There are,-however, differences among culture areas, betw en Native

,--and non-Native student? and between sexes on a number of the meas res.

In the following discussionethe level of significance is unless

'otherwige noted.
I

I .
.

Questionnaire. AC-questionnaire administered included b-Ithreg sub scales
....

. .
-----

i .

1

which are, stored as the SPSS system.subfiles; world view, self-esteem, and'locus-
-

of-control. Items on the questionnaire also assessed educational aspirations,
_

. ,

t

occupational expectations, and attitude toward school. There
,

were no signi-
. !

.

--ficant differences between Native and non-Native students on self-esteem. This

is.,- :consistent with pictuies of positive self-esteem fou d by Trimble (1974),
.

Clifton (1975), and,Fuchs and Havinghurst (1972), in their studies. of Native

.
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American students. It may however reflect the, type of situation cited by Soares

'and Soares,(1969; 1970), where "disadvantaged" children (as defined by minority

group membership and socio-economic status) in urban elementary schools have
a 4

positive selfLimages, but after these children enter a socio-economically

and ethnically heterogenous setting in high,!chool, their self-concept scores

decrease.

The world view scale on'the questionnaire included such items as, "The

world in which we live is basically a friendly place." The world view scale

differed significantly by area (p = .029), with Eskimos having the most posi-

tive view of the world and Anglo-AmeriCans the least. The locus-of-control scale

on the questionnaire showed the Anglo-American children to be significantly

more internal (p= .013) on a Native/non-Native comparison. In other words,

Anglo-American students were more likely to agree with such items as, "The

average citizen can have an influence in government decisions." -This is.con-

sistent with findings from studies reviewed by Lefcourt (1976), who says,

"...Spanish-Americans, Indians, and other minority groups who do not enjoy as

much access to opportunity as do the predominant Caucasion groups in_North

American society are found to hold fatalistic, external control beliefs." (p. 25)

' One item on the questionnaire, "Sometimes I feel I just can't learn;"

,cap_be compared with results from the 1976 National Survey of Children on'the

same item. 'AS in the national sample, about half of the Native children agree

with that item. However, two-thirds of the Anglp-American children agree with
o

it. This suggests that 14111-ge Native children may be more confident of their

ability to learn than are rural non-Native children. An alternative explanation

might be that Native children have lower levels of aspiration in regard to

achievement inthe classroom than non-Native children have.

c.
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. Educational aspirations, occupational expectations and aspirations, and

attitude toward school differ between the Native and non-Native children sur-

veyed. Questionnaire Item 33. asked, "What do you expect to do to make a living

when. you grow up ?" (expectations) and Item 34 asked,. "If Vou,coUld do anything

yOU like, what would-you likebest to do for a living when you groW up ?"

(aspirations). As seen in. Table 9, approximately the same percent of Anglo-

Table 9

OCCUPATIONAL EXPECTATIONS.(QUES. 33) AND ASPIRATIONS (QUES. 34)
BY CULTURE AREA BY PERCENT OF RESPONSES

ESKIMO ATHAPASCAN ALEUT ANGLO -AMERI
QUES. QUES.
33 34

QUES. QUES.-
33 34.

QUES. QUES.
33 34

QUES. QUES.
33 '. 34

Category 1:
Professional and
Technical

16 _9
-

8

.

29.

-

23 21 35 35.

.

Category- 2:

Policemdb, Fireman,
or Athlete

.

20 18 3 3 - ---

.,
.

ll

Category 3:-. -

Business 4 4 -- --
'

.-. -- --

.

Category 4:
Clerical .,,. -- --

,

5

,

-- --

.

--

.

Category 5:
Skilled Workman' -- 5 3 10 7 42

,

-35

- .
.

Category 6:
Semi-skilled Work
in Village Setting

" 4 4 10

.

-18

.

32 39

.

-- 4

Category 7;
Traditional; e.g.,
tripping, fishing'

4 9 -- 33 3 -- -- .'
,

.

4

.

Categery"8:
Service Worker ..
outside Village

4

.

18 3. ,5 6 4, 11 -- .

.

Category 9:
Domestic -- 3 3 -- II 4 --

Category 10: °

Student, Farmer-8-
Others

12 --
.

4 -- 9

Category 11:
Unclassified; e.g..
get rich, have.good
job

' ,

36 32 26 29 26 4

I

4

N v

t.
25 22 39 7."'-

-
38 31 28 26 .23

.1

American children expect to be in the skilled trades as expect to in professional

and technical jobs and there is little difference betweentheir expectations and

aspirations. The gieatest difference between Native and non-Native children's
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job aspirations is in the category of skilled workmen, where less than 7% of

Native children express interest while the majority of non-Native children ex-

pect and desire to be employedas skilled workmen. The Athabaskan children

show the greatest difference between aspirations and expectatiOns: one-third

expecting to be employed in traditional subsistence occupations, but only 5%

choosing that category if they could do anything they liked. Given their choice,

a greater perdent of Athabaskan children would be professional and technical

workers or semi-skilled workers in a village setting. A higher percentage of

.- Native than non=Native children's responses were unclassifiable, which suggests

that Native children are less knowledgeable about available occupations. The

majority of parents of the non-Native children surveyed were skilled workers

.in the logging industry; the majority of Native parents were semi-skilled or

unskilled workers. Exposure to teleVision is expected to reduce the percentage

of unclassifiable responses and to increase the percentage" of children desiring

those occupations most often portrayed on television.
1.

As shown in Table 10; in-general, Native children wish to complete higher

levels of education than do non-Native children in our sample However, a

somewhat.Iower percentage of Native children (male and female) han non-Native

females desire to go to college and beyond. Noh,Native males hav the lowest

educational aspirations. These figures are consistent with those ih Fields'

(1975) study' which showed that .while Native youth's educational. aspirations are

higher than those of non-Native youth's, their actual enrollment was lower.

The attitude .toward school also reflects the differences discUssed\above.

The item assessing attitude asked, "If something happened and you had to stop

school now how would you feell?" There is little difference between the per-.
1

t.

centage of NatiVe and non-Native females (88.7% and 84.6%, respectively) who

desire to remain in school. However, 43.8% of non- Native -males would be "very

c.

44-
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happy" to quit school or "wouldn't care" in comparison to only 25.t.5% of Native

males in our study.

Table, 10

PERCENT OF NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE STUDENTS
WISHING TO COMPLETE A GIVEN LEVEL OF EDUCATION

A F N

NATIVE

Male' 5.4 30.4 16.1 .17.9 16.1. 14.3. 56

Female 2.3 20.9 23.3
.1:)

8 61 . 27.9 .43

NON-NATIVE

Male 31.i------S 37.5

0

6.3 6.3 0 18.8 16

Female 23.1 7.7 7.7 23.1 23.1 15.4 13

Note:
'A = I do not want to finish high school,.
B = waft to finish high school only.
C = I want to go to technical, nursing, or business school after high school.
D = Some college training, but less than four years.-
E = I want to graduate from a 4 -year college.
F = I. want to do professional or graduate work after I finish college.,

IT Test. There were no significant differences between culture areas in

response to the items on the IT Test. There were also no differences between-

sexes except on one item. The lack of difference between sexes. was caused by

many girls choosing "male" toys and activities rather than the "female" items

pictures.

Which-Pich. .Within the group of Native children the sex of the respondent

made a significant difference in theresponse to the Which-Pich. For example,.

Figure 1. shows the sex by ethnic interaction in responses to question 1 on the

Which-Pich for Native children as a group. Native-girls chose AnglorAmericans

of the same sex, while Native boys chose Anglo-American. males. In the two

Anglo-American villages this sex effect was.not present, and the majority chose

the picture of-a member of their own ethnic group. The same result is shown

45
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in Figure 2 for question 2. This type of response-was consistent over all

questions on the Which-Pich except those questions dealing with such,sex-typed

activities as who could repair a snowmobile. On the sex-typed questions the

majority of both Native boys and Native girls chose the AngloAmerican mile'.

Approximately the same percentage of. Native children as Anglo-American children

chose the picture of the Anglo-American person in response to such questions

as,_ "Who would you invite to dinner?" "Who will, get the job?" and '11flio_would-=---t----
..

win thefight24--Therefut6;fE4ie were no statistical differences between the

two groups.

/In
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Figure 1.,

NATIVE VILLAGE STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO WHICH-PICH
Grades 3 through 8

Question 1. All of these people have applied for the same
job. Which one will get it?

Male Respondents

EnFemale Respondents

WHITE NATIVE BLACK NATIVE . BLACK. . WHITE
FEMALE MALE MALE FEMALE FEMALE MALE

M F M F M F M F M F M F



Figure 2

NATIVE VILLAGH,STUDENTS' RESPONSES TO WHICH-PICH
'Grades 3 'through 8

QuOstion 2. Which one. of these people would you ask to come
to your hOuse for dinner?

1NN:

Male Respondents

Female Respondents

WHITE NATIVE BLACK NATIVE BLACK WHITE

65 FEMALE MALE MALE FEMALE FEMALE MALE

60

:SS

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5
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Twenty Statements. Frequency counts for each category of response are

,....

available for Twenty Statements in Table 11. Further analyses involving

scores weighted for rank and frequency will-be performed before

e project.

Table 11

TWENTY STATEMENTS:
PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS LISTING STATEMENTS IN EACH CATEGORY/'

U)0
ca

0 cc E.-.
UC.) CiJ

ESKIMO 80 70 0 23 0 0 60 80. 40 ...73 0 '93 30 30 66

ATHABASKAN '84. 49 3 5 5 0 25 84 73 61 0 93 13 12, 22

ALEUT 94 40 9 24 3 0 36 97 30 63 0 93 42 33 24

ANGLO- 70 30 0 3 6 0. 20 97 38 47 0 100 53 27 17

AMERICAN

SEX = Sex of respondent
ETH = Ethnicity
MAR = Marrtal status
FAM = Family relationship
REL = Religious statement
POS =Position in community
ALL = Place allegiance
PHY = Physical description

NAME = Name
WORLD = World position
ALC = Alcohol related
PER = Personal characteristics
ACT. = Activity orientation
OCC = Occupation
OTHER = Other

It appears from Table 11 that ethnicity -ar.d identification with place are

more salient for Eskimos than for other Native groups or for Anglo-Americans;

in other words, that Eskimos are more likely to list such responses as "I am

Eskimo" or "I am from (their village)". However, a more accurate picture will

',result7from' analyses which include.rank of response as Weil as frequency.

6.
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, Circle Matrix. The Circle Matrix game was included in the test flattery

as a measure of cooperation/competition. The response to the game of children

,/ in all cultureareas was overwhelmingly competitive; in the four-trial game

series, 85% of the' approaches were direct competition between the players, 6%

were partial competition and the balance cooperation or submission. Although

the ethnographic literature would lead one to predict that cooperative re-

sponses would dominate in the Eskimo culture area, and be more Trequent in

Native than Anglo-American children, there were no significant differences

between groups. Type of approach was categorized on the basis of pattern of

successive moves. Reports from the test administrators indicated that many

of the games not categorized as competitiye by the pattern of moves, were in

fact competitive in approach, but the pattern was modified by unintended errors

on the part of.one of the players. The results of the Cirgle Matrix are such

that.it.will not serve as a useful pre-post measure.

World View (Gerbner) Measures'. A separate questionnaire was constructed

of adaptations of items from Gerbner's (1976)-Cultural Indicators Index. Com-

parison'figures for children surveyed by Gerbner were'not available for items .

which asked about the percentage of people employed in different occupations.

In. the Alaskan sample, responses to items requiring estimates of population

employed ortof population living in different areas were not significantly

different among culture areas or between Native and non-Native children. In
.

general, the children greatly overestimated actual percentages--which might be

expected considering their relative lack of knowledge and experience., Exposure

to television is expected to further inflate their estimates in the direction

of the "television world."

There were no significant differences between culture areas on any
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of those items patterned after Gerbner's cultural indicators items which

he refers to as his "mean world" measure. Three of the "mean world" items

used in Alaska can be directly compared with children's, responses as reported

by Gerbner, Gross, Eleey, Jackson-Beeck, Jeffries1Fox, andSignorielli (1977).

Of the children surveyed by Gerbner, 46% of the light viewers and 76% of the medium

viewers gave the "television answer" (can't trust) to the question: "Would

you say that most people can be trusted or that you can't be too careful in

ealing with people?"- In Alaska, the question was split into an "Anchorage",

and a "Village" item. In reference to the village' setting, in all culture

areas, fewer than 46% of the children gave the "can't trust" answer. In refer-

ence tothe Anchorage setting, only 48% of the Eskimos responded with a "can't

trust" while over 74% of the Athabaskans, Aleuts, and Anglo-Americans

gave the "cant trust" answer. The more trusting response given by the Eskimo

children, may be'\a function of their more positive evaluation of Anglo-Americans

as seen in the ratings they gave to the concept on the Semantic Differential.

On the question;,"Would you say that most of the time people try to be

helpful, or that theylare mostly just lOoking out for themselves?", among

Gerbner's light TV viewer, 68% of the children gave the "out-.for themselves"

answer. 75% of.the medium iy viewers also gave that answer. In the Alaska

sample, in response to the item in the village setting, an average of 25% gave

the "out for themselves" response, while 69% gave that response to that item

when it was presented in the Anchorage setting. The third question, "Do you

\.
think most people would try to take advantage of you.if'they got a chance or

would theY try to be fair?", showed responses from both the Gerbner sample

and the Alaska sample to follow the same 4:lattern as shown in the responses to

the other two items. We assume that Gerbner's sample is primarily urban and

.

51\
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the differences between the Alaskan sample's responses to items in a village 4

setting and the responses of the light viewers are primarily a function of

rural versus urban atiitudes. With exposure to television in the TV villages,

we can expect the responses to items in the Anchorage setting to become more

negative.

Osgood Semantic Differential. The semantic differential scales used in the

1977 testing included an ethnic concept group; Myself, Alaska Native People,

White People, and Black People; a rural -urban concept, Anchorage life and Village

life; and a foreign country group, Russia, Canada, Japan,.andWest Germany.

Eskimos differed from other culture groups on the, Myself Concept ratings; being

significantly more positive (p = .006) than either the Anglo-American or other. .

Native children.'

Scores on the conceptAlaska Native People-were also significantly different

by culture area (p 1..0001) with the ratings by Anglo-Americans being less posi-

tive than thost of the'Native children. Although there was also a significant

difference (p e .007) between culture areas on ratings -of White People, the pat-

tern of ratings was not the reverse of the Alaska Native People. ratings. The_

Student-Newman-Kuehls procedure for the White People concept placed the Anglo-

American, the Aleut, and the Eskimo groups in one sub-set and the Athabalan and

the Aleut in a second sub-set. In other words, Native children's ratings of White

People were more positive, and closer to the ratings of the ethnic group being

.
.

,rated, than were the.Anglo-American children's ratings of Alaska Native People.
,

J '. .

There was no significant difference between the groups in iatings'of the concept

Black People.

The rating of the Anchorage concept was also significantly different

(p,.= .036).for-the culture areas; however, neither of the multiple- comparison

. / I.

prOVedures differentiated the groups at the .05 level of significance: Exami-

nation of the mean ratings for each area show the Eskimo ratings of Anchorage
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skk

Life to be more positiire (e.g., less "dangerous" more "friendly") than ratings

by the other culture areas. There were no significant differences between the

cultdre areas in theirjitings of any of the foreign country concepts.

Rosenzweig Picture Frustration Test (P-F). The P-F was encoded for tab

data archive on the basis of Rosenzweig!s (1946) scoring guide. Rosenzweig

developed his scoring sceme to record the direction of agression and reaction

type of-each response. Under direction are included: extrapunitiveness (E),

in which aggression is turned into the environment; intropunitiveness (I), in

which it is turned uponself; and impunitiveness (M), in which aggressiOil is

-evaded. An analysis of variance of the E.and N response category frequencies

by culture area was significant at the .002 level. Both the Scheffe and Student-
.

Newman-Kuehls procedures separated the Eskimo group from the other three culture

areas. Eskimos were lowest in extrapunitive responses and highest-in impuni-

tive responses. This pattern is consistent with the, description of Eskimo

interpersonal behavior given by a number,of anthropologists, and strikingly.

similar to Cole's (1977) description of interpersonal interactions in Eskimo

villages not far from our research sites. Within thq Eskimo area, the scores

on E and .M were more extreme for the more traditional of the two riilages. There

was no significant difference on intropunitiveness (I) scores.
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Plans For Future Work

At the time of the original proposal CNER planned to continue with the pro-

ject through the collection of post-television data phase. Changes in personal

plans have made it necessary for Drr, Orvik and Gooding to withdraw from the

project. Dr. Forbes has completed her graduate work and is now residing in

Washington State. She and Dr. W. J. Lonner of Western Washington University

are submitting a proposal to NSF for collection of post-television data and

longitudinal monitoring of television effects. :CNER will act as a field-base

for. the post-television phase under a sub-contract from Western Washington

University.

%4

S
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Description of Active Measures

1. Naturalistic Observation: Observati9ns were made by a local obser4i

of a single child for a ten-minute period on a rotating basis. Units of analysis

were single behavioral acts recorded each minute.

2. Aggression Testing Unit (ATU): A rifle range game with light beam

activating a "beep" when a hit was scored. The targets presented a continuum

of acceptability from a neutral target, through a rabbit, a dog, a cowboy draw-

ing his gun, to a human figure wearing a parka.

3. Questionnaire: Included were self-concept items, perceived causality

or locus-of-control items, world view items, educational and occupational ex-

pectation and aspiration items, and several items relating to parents' interest

in school, extracurricular reading, and amount of TV watched.

4. IT 'Nst: An abbreviated form of the Brown (1956) test of sex-typed

responses to choices of toys and activities. It was administered, individually,

to grades one and two only.

5. Which-Pich: Photos of a male and a female young adult in each of

three ethnic groups--Caucasian, Alaska NatfVe and Black--where shown. Students

were asked to select one of the six pictured in response to such questions as,

"All of these people have applied for the sang job; which one will get the job,

which (32.e will not get the job?"

6. Twenty Statements: Kuhn and McPartland's (1954) measure of self

attitudes which asks that the respondent write twenty answers to the question

"Who am I?" It was administered to

;7. Circle Matrix: A board game played by two people. Kagan and Madsen

(1972) used the Circle Matrix in their study of cooperation and competition

60
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among the children of Mexico and of the United States. Cooperation between

the two players is necessary in order for either to win.

8. Gerbner World View items: These items are adaptations of items from

Gerbner's (1976) Cultural Indicators Index. They included such items as; "Of

all the people in the United States who have jobs, about how many have jobs as

pojicemen, detectives or other jobs in law enforcement?" Another item was,

"Some people say most people can be trusted. Other people say you can't be

toocareful in your dealings with people. How do you feel about it?"

9. Osgood Semantic Differential: The three sets of concepts rated were;
If

Myself/Alaskan Native People/Black People/White People, Anchorage/Village

Life, and Russia/Japan/Canada/West Germany.

10. TVT: A projective test which pictures are used to elicit stories.

The standard instructions for Thematic Apperception Test were used.

11. Rozenzweig Picture-Frustration Test: This is a commercially available

projective test of responses to frustration which we supplemented with a sheet

of our own pictures designed for appropriateness of use in Native villages.
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Alaska Television Study Data Bank 4

-641ed raw data from any of the measures listed on the attached sheet are

available from the Center for Northern Educational Research at the University

of Alaska. Those interested in obtaining the data should submit a description

of the intended use of the data with their request. Sutudents are asked to

submit a-letter of approval from their major professor with their request. A

fee covering the cost of time, materials, duplication and postage will be

charged. Data are available on cards or tape.

Village test sites will not be identified without written. permission of

the village councils. Names of individual respondents will not be released

without their written agreement, or in the case of children, written agreement

from the parents.

Requests. should be addressed to:..

Data Bank
Alaska Television Study
Center for_Northern Educational Research
Univefii of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Inquiries about specific aspects of the data not included in the code book

should be directed to the following individuals at the abovo! address.

Holistic measures and program content analysis, Dr. James Orvik

Replacive measures, Dr. Larry Gooding

Active measures, Dr. Norma Forbes

6"
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Student Information Codebook 2 Cards File Name:, STUDINFO

wq

Column(s)
Variable'
Name

Card 1 :

1 - 12 . VILLAGE

13 - 32 SUBNAE

33- 38 DOB

GRADE

46 - 49 FAMID

-45

72 - 73

74

75

VILLID1

Variable Description and Codes

Village Alpha Name (for village.nimes see
cc 72-73)

Alpha:name of subject:
middle.

last name, first,

Date of brth of subject: month/day/year;

Grade in school of subject (for numeric .codes,
see cc 74)

999999 = missing date of birth

Family ID, consist of: cc 46-47 - Village ID;
cc 48-49 - Family ID number; 9999 = missing
data

Village. ID number: *

01 .Ambler
02 = Buckland
03 =,Shageiuk .

04 = Grayling
* odd numbers = have tv 05 = Holy Cross
even numbers = no tv 06 = Anvik

07 = Old Harbor
08 = Akhiok
09 = Cape Pole
10 = Whale Pass

76 - 77

78 79
t.

GRADE4 Grade of subject:

1 = 1st 6 = 6 h
2 = 2nd .7 = h
3 = 3rd 8 = th
4 = 4th 9 = th
5 = 5th 10 = 10th

' SEX1

SUBID1 .

INFOIDI

Sex of subject:

0 = male
1 = female

J

Subject ID: numbers
in alphabetical order
sex

assigned sequentially
w thin village, grade,

"

Information-identifier:I-

.
STUDINPO CARD = 01

(over)



*Student Information Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable 6

.Column(s) - Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

80, GARDSEQ1 Card sequence number:

.'Card 2

1 - 20

21 - 4Q

41

42 - 51 WHERE .

,52 - WHEREID

53

FANAME

MANAME.

ELSEVILI

STUDINFO CARD 1

Father's alpha name:
999999...9 = Deceased

-

Mother's alpha same:
999999...9 .-Deceased

Asks if lived elsewhere:

0 = No
1 = Yes
9 = Don't know or data missing

Altoha name of previous residence

Type of previous residence:

1 ='Village
2 = Transitional. village
3 = Anch/Fb1WAineal!
4 = Outside city

HOWLONC Duration of stay at preNous

last name, first, middle;
or data missing (all cc's)

last, first, middle;
or data missing (all cc's),

residence:

..*

1 = 1-3 months
. 2 ='4-6 montlIA
'3 = 7-9 months
4 = 10-12 .month
5 =113.15 months

r 6 ='16-18 Months
7 = 19-21 months
8 = 2-24 months
9 > 24 months,

= Don't know or missing' data
. , t

TVWATCH Asks if watched TV before:

lb"

.= No-

1..= .Yes

9= qissing

-(over)

/ *

data
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Student Information Codebook (eont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name

Card (Cont'a:)

55 - 64

b5

66

TVWHERE;

TVLONG'

67

68

'72 - 73

74.

LANGSUB

Variable Description and Cod

LANGOTH

VILLID2

GRADE2

Alpha name of place (town) where TV was
watched

How much TV was watched:

0 = Missing data
1 = Unspecified
2 = 4.1 week
3 = 4:1 month
4 = 4:3 months
S = 56 months
= < 1 year

7 = 4:1-1/2 years
8 = 4.2 years
9 = 72 years

Language of parents at home:

1 = English
2 = Native
3 = Both
4 = Other
9 = Missing data

Language subject speaks at home:

= Engrls1;
2 = Native
3 = Both
4 = Other e

9 = Missing data

Language subject speaks /with peers.:

1 = English
2 = Native
3 = Both'
4 = Other
9 = Missing data

Village ID number (see cc 72=73, Card 1)
.

Gi4de of subject (see cc_74, Card 1)

Sex of subject (see, cc 75i Card 1)

-1

.,

(over)

,'



Student Information Codebook ( ont'd.)

Variable
Column(s). Name Vairable Description and Codes

Card 2 (Cont'd.)

76 - 77 SUBID2

.78,- 79 INFOID277--

80 CARDSEQ2

Subject IDnu e (see cc 76-77, Card 1)

Information dentifier

STUD INFO D n ber = 01

Card sequ ce n tuber

STUD IN 0 CAR 2 = 2

/.



Which Test Codebook . File Name: WHICH

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

- 14 SCORIA TO SCOR7B Scores, sequential

e.g., 1. JOB will (1) = cc 1
would not (2) = cc 2

2. Dinner would (1) = cc 3
would not (2) = cc 4

etc.

A = 1" White female
B ='2 Native male
C = 3 Black male

= 4 Native female
E = 5 Black female
F = 6 White male
Blank = 9

15 - 20 DOT Date of test.

72 -'73 VILLID
. 'Village ID number

74 GRADE , Grade of subject'

75 SEX Sax of subject

75 - 77 SUBID, Subject ID number

78 - 79 INFOID Info ID number = 02

80 CARDSEQ WHICH card sequence

4



OSD Codebook

Scores ranging from

1 Positive attributes
1 Large

2 Cards

\

1 to 5 accordin,4

File Name: OSD

to:

Negative attributes 5

Small 5

Unlike 5

Far
Poor 5

1 Like
1 Near
1 Rich

e.g.,

1 2 3 4

Good I IX'
l

1
Bad = 2

5 4 3 2 1

Liar I Not Liar =4
5 .4 3 . 2

Poor Rich = 2

5 4 3 2

Small Place Big Place = 1-

1 3

Fast Slow = 2

2 3 4

Many People I I
Few People = 1

1 3 4

Near U.S. I
Not Near U.S.= 1

Blank
= 9'

Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Description and Code

Card 1

13 SCOR1 Tb SCOR13 Myself scores

14 - 27 SCOR14 TO SCOR27 Alaska Native people scores

28 - 41 SCOR28 TO SCOR41 Black people scores
0 k

42 - 55 SC0R42 TO SCOR55 White ORple scores

56 --63 SCOR56 TO SCOR63 Anchorage scores

64 - 71 SCOR64 TO-SCOR71, Village life scores

72 - 73 VILLID1 Village ID number

74 ,GRADE1 Grade of subject

(. oiter)
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OSD Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

76 - 77 SUBID1 Subject ID. number

78 - 79 INFOID1 Info ID number = 03

80 CARDSEQ1 OSD card sequence 1 = 1

Card 2

1 - 12 SCOR72 TO SCOR83 Russia scores

13 - 24 SCOR84 TO SCOR9S Wep st Germany scores

25 - 36 SCOR96 TO SCOR107 Ca11da scores

37 - 48 SCOR108 TO SCOR119 Japan. scores

49,- 54 DOT Date of test

72 - 73 VILLID2 Village ID number

74 GRADE2 Grade of subject

.75 SEX2 Sex of subject

76 -'77 SUBID2 Subject ID number

78 - 79 INFOID2 Into ID number = 03

80 CARDSEQ2 OSD card sequence 2 = 2
0



Codebook-Supplemefit-

OSD Codebook Variance for December, 1977

Scores-ranging from 1 to 5 according to

1 Positive attributes Negative attributes S

1 Large Small 5

1 Like Unlike 5

1 Near Far 5

1 Rich Poor 5

e.g.,

Good
1 2 3 4

5 4 3 2 1

'Liar' I

5 4 3 2 1

Poor I I I
I

;

Blank

Bad = 2

Not Liar = 4

Rich =.2

= 9

Variable

Column(s) Name Variable Description and Code

Card 1

1 - 13 SCOR1 TO SCOR13 Myself scores

14 27 SCOR14 TO SCOR27 Alaska Native people scores

28 41 SCOR28 TO SCOR41 black people scores

42 - 55 SCOR42 TO SCOR55 White people scores

56 - 61 DOT Date of test

62 - 71

72 - 73 V.ILLID1

74 GRADE1

75 .SEX

76 - 77 SUBID1

'78 - 79 ,INFOID1

80 CARDSEQ1

Village ID number

Grade-of subject

Sex of subject

Subject ID numbed

Info ID number = 03

OSD card sequence.i = 1



Rosenzweig Picture. Frustration Codebook 2 Cards _ File Name: ROSENZ

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1

1 - 68. .SCOR1 TO SCOR17 Scores for pictures 1 - 17 four columns
each for each picture

1st two columns in a field for 1st score factor
2ndtwo columns in a field for 2nd score factor

01 =CE' 09.F e
02 =.I' 10 = i
03 = M' 11 = m 11

04 = E 15'= intrinsic combination (4')
05 = E 1212 = unclassi5Aable
06 = I 131.3 = unintelligible
07 .=-I 00 = no 2nd scoring factor
08 = M (use only for 2nd two columns).

e.g.,

'ne factor: M' =

twooftctors: , M', =

m =

unintelligible: =

0300
0308
1011
1313

69 - 71 Blank

72 - 73 VILLID1 Village ID number

74 GRADE1 Grade of subject

75 SEX1 Sbx of subject

76 77 SUBID1 Subject ID number

78 - 79 INFOID1 ROSENZ Info ID number = OS

80 CARDSEQ1- ROSENZ card,sequence 1 = 1

Card .2

1 - 44 SCOR18 TO SCOR28 Scores for pictOres 18 to 28
see codes for pictures 1-17)

(for coding,

45.- 50- . DOT . Data of test

72 - 73 VILLID2 .Village ID number

74 GRADE2 Grade of subject

(over)

2- - -
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. Rosenzweig Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

CaTd 2 (Cont'd.)

75 SEX2 Sex of subject

76 T 77 SUBID2 Subject ID number

78.- 79 INFOID2 ROSENZ.info ID number = 05

80 -CARDSEW ROSENZ card sequence 2 = 2

ar
C

7C



Questionnaire Codebook File Name QUES

Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

.1 - 14 SCOR1 TO SCOR14 Scores of, Q1 - Q14

Agree_ = 1
Disagree = 2
Missing data = 9

15 SCOR15 Score of Q15

Toptox = 1
Bottom box = 2

data = 9

16 - 17 SC1R16 Score of Q16

A= 10 A & B = 12
B = 20 A & C = 13
C = 30 D & E = 45
D = 40 B & F = 26
E = 50 etc.
F = 60 Missing data

r
= 99

18 SCOR17 Sae of Q17

19--

A = 1
B = 2
C = 3

= 4
E = 5
Missing data = 9

SCOR18 TO SC0R29 Scores of Q18 - Q29 -

Agree = r
Not sure = 2
Disagree - = 3
Missing data = 9

31 . SCOR30 Score to Q30

A = 1
B = 2
C = 3

D = 4
Missing data = 9

(over)

a
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Questionnaire Codebook (Cont'cll

Variable
Column(s) Name

32 SCOR31

33 SCOR32

Variable Deicription and Codes

.

Score to Q31

A = 1
B = 2

=.3
-D = 4
E =

F = 6
Missing data = E

Score to Q32

A = 1

B = 2

= 3

D = 4

E =.5.
F = 6

G = 7

Missing data = 9

34 - 35 SCdR33 Score to Q33

Two-digit number: refer to Table 2, Occupa-

tion Code List; missing data = 99

36 - 37 SCOR34 Score to Q34

Same'as Q33

38 -43 DOT Date of test

72 - 73 VILLID Village ID number

74 GRADE Grade of subject

75 SEX Sex of subject

76 -.77 SUBID Subject ID number

7 8 - 79. INFdrID' Info ID-rcAmber = 06

80. 'CARDSEQ QUES card sequence number =

Note: Previous code name for Questionnaire-File-wai LOC.



World View (Gerbner) Codebook File Name: GERB

'

13'

Variable
Column(s) Name.\ Variable Description and Codes

1 4 I SCOR1 TO SCOR4 ScOres of Ql - Q4

S - 6 SCOR5 TO SCOR6

9 - 12

13 - 14

SC0R7 140'SCOR8

e'
t $

4.0
1

= 2

3

Missing data = 9

Scores: of Q5a & Q5b

Can : = 1
Can't = 2
Missing data = 90

. Scores of Q6a Q6b

Help = 1
'Look out = 2
Missing data = 9

SCOR9 TO SCOR12 -Scores of Q7 - Q10

et

Agree- 1

Disagree = 2
Missing data = 9

SCOR13 TO SCOR14 Scores of Q11 Q12

Work together= 1
On their own = 2
Missing data = 9

15 - 17 SCOR15 TO SCOR17 Scores of Q13 Q15

Codes same as'Ql - Q4 c

18 - 23 DOT Date of test

72 - 73 VILLID Village ID number"
.

74 GRADE Grade of subject

75- SEX Sex of subject
,

76 - 77. SUBID Subject IDTELldbet-----

.78 - 79 INFOID Infor ID number = 07

80 .-CARDSEQ. WORLD card sequence number = j
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IT Code ook File Name: IT

Variable
Column(s) Name 'Variable Description and Codes

1 - 4 i SCOR1 TO SCOR4 Scares of to7 pictures

a'

S - 8
-0

9

SCORSTOTSCORk

LL

Left side ,= r

Right side = 2

Scores of paired pictures

Left side =

Right side = 2

Sex of doll name

Boy = 0

Girl = 1

Can't tell = 2
Missing data =

10 - 15 DOT. Date of test

72 - 73 VILL D Village ID number (Ape cc 72-73; STUDINFO
Codebook)

GRADE! Grade of subject

7r) SEX Sex of subject
o

76 - 77 SUBID Subject ID number

7e - 79 INFOID IT info ID- number =-08

80 CARDSEQ I IT card sequence number = 1

c .
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CEFT Codebook F e Name: CEFT

Variable
ColuMn(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

1 - 11 SCOR1 TO SCOR11 T 11 to T11Scores of tent series from

Incorrect = 0
Correct = 1

12 - 13 1 SUMT Total tent

14 - 27 SCOR12 TO'SCOR25' Scores of house series from H1 to H14

1 28 - 29 SUW Total house
i . .---%:. ,.

30 - 31 SUMTH Total test; tent score + house score

,32 - 37 DOT Date of test

72 - 73 VILLID Village ID numbed

74 GRADE
.

Grade of subject

75
li

SEX

76 - 77
\

SUBID

.78 - 79 \ INFOID

80 , CARDSEQ

Sex, of subject

Subje ]D number

Info D number = 09

CEFT /card, sequence number a 1
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ATU Codc6Oolcl,

a

7iLe Name: ATU
.

4. .

Column
Variable
Name , Variable Description and Codes . ,r

1.- 5 SCOR1 TO SODR.4 Scores of Trial i

6 10 SCOR6 TO SCOR10 ScoreVof Trial 2

11 - 15 SCO/R11 TO SCOR15 Scoe§ of Trial 3 N.

16 - 20 . SCOR16 TO SCOR20 Scores of Trial 4 e"

21 - 25 SO1R21 TO SCOR25., . 7th shqt in Trial 1

Shots 176% = 0
7th' shot 4 .= '(in the position of 7th shot)

26 - 30 SCOR26 TO SCOR30 7th shot in Tria 2?
Coding is. same as 7th shot Trial. 1

P*1
31 -.35 SCOR31 TO SCOR35 7th shot in Trial 4.,

Coding is same as 7th shot Tria1.1

36 , 4CL SCOR36 TO SCOR40 7th shot in Trial 4

Coding same as 7th Shot- Arial._ 1

41 TARSEQ Target sequence number-

A = 1
B =. 2

C = 3

.D

72 73 VILLID Village ID number

74 GRADE
0%.

Grade of subject

75 SEX Sex of subject

76 -.77 SUBID Subject ID number

78 - 79 INFOID ATU plfo ID number = 12

80 CARDSEQ ATU card sequence number = 1



Circle Matrix Codebook

Variable
Column(s). -Name

File Name: CIRCMAT

Variable Description and Codes

1 ' SEXARR Sex ;arrangement of subjects

Subject* Opponent

M/M = 1
M/F =

T/F = 3
F/M /7 4

* Subject is one who is identified in cc72-77

2 RELGRAD" Relative grade of opponent to subject

Same = 0
Under = 1
Over = 2
Not known = 9

3 GAME1 Game number .-1

4 kCOME1 Outcome of Game 1

No winner = 0
Subject win .= 1
Opponent win = 2

NUMMOVE1

8

APPRO1

GAME2

OUTCOMF2

Number of moves in Game 1

1 = Complete cooperaion (3 moves).
2 = Submission (Smovf.tf);
3 = Delayed submission (6-14 mofres)
4 = Cued submission (1520 moves)
0= 'No win

Approach to Game 1

1-= Complete cooperation
2 = Submissi:el

3 = Staircasing (combine non - conflict
4 = Partial conflict
5 =Y6mplete competitiOn 0H-

Game number 2

putc.cle of Gime 2

(over)'

e a



Circle Mhtrix Codebook

Variable
Column(s) Name

9 NUMMOVE2

10

11

12

13

14

Variable Description and Codes

Number of moves in Game 2

Coding is same- -as-Game

APPR02 Approach to Game 2

Coding is''same as Game 1

GAME3 / Game number 3

OUTCOME3 Outcome of Game 3

NUMMOVE3 Number of moves in Game 3 4

Coding is same as Game .1

APpR03-- Approach to. Game 3
L -

Coding is same as Game 1

IS GAME4 Game number 4

OUTCOME4 Outcome of Game 4

1 Coding is sale as Game 1

17 NUMMOVE4 Number of moves in Game 4

Coding is same as Game 1

iS APPRO4 Approach to Game 4

Coding is same as Game 1

68

69

70- 71

79 - 73:

_74

'75

76 277

77 -.79/

80

OPCRADE ,

OPSEX

OPSUBID

VILLID VillAge ID number

GRADE Grade of subject
.

SEX Sei of subject

UBID
. I-.

Opponent grade

Opponent 'sex

Opponents subject ID number

INFOID

RaSEQ

Subject ID nwaber.

CIRCMAT info ID number=-41--------

CIRCMAT card seq&nce number 1

.8/1



TV Questions Codebook File Name:* TVQUES

Column(s)

1 - 4

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

tCOR1 to SCOR4

5 - 6 SCORS and SCORE

7 SCOR7

Scores for questions 1 - 4,'
,

one column each.

1 = A all
2 = R most
3 = C none
4 = D some
5 = missing data

O

Scores for questions 5 and 6,
one column each

1 = Agree
2 = Disagree
5 = missing data

Score for question 7

1 = made difference-
2 = made no difference
3 = elaboration
4 = inappropriate
= missing data

SCOR8 Score for question 8

1 = TV yes
2= TV no
5 = missing data

9 - 37

38 - 43 DOT Date of test

44 - 71

72 -79

80. CARSEQ1 TVQUES and sequence = 1
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Twenty Statements File Name: TWENSTAT

Column(s)

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card I

1

2-3

4

STATUS

STMT

SEXA

1 = Adult
4 = Student

Number of statements
(actual number)

Any statement that identifies gender
0 = MD
1 = Male
4 = Female

5 SEXV Valence - value or affect
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

SEXC Consensual
0 =MD
I = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

7 -8 SEXR Rank of item
(actual number)

9-10 SEXO Other mentions of sex
(actual number)

11-12 SEXOR ether rank for next mentioned only
(actual number)

13 I ETH Any statement that identifies ethnic status

0 MD
1 = Eskimo
2 = Aleut
3 = Athabaskan(
.4 = Native E

5 = Indian
6 = White
7 = Other

ETHV Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

v.



Twenty Statements.(Cont'd.)

-Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

15 ETHC Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non - consensual

16-17 ETHR Rank of Item
(actual number)

18-19 ETHO Other mention, of ethnic
(actual number)

20-21' ETHOR OtherS rank for next mentioned only
(actual number)

22 MAR Any statement that identifies a marital bond
or lack of

0 = MD
1 = Married
2 = Divorced
3 = Single
4 = Widowed
5 = Separated

23 MARV Valence
0 = MD

0 ,
1 =-Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

24 MARC Consensual
9 :4 MD -_.

i = Consensual
4 - Non-consensual

/
1.

25-26 MARR Rank of item
(actual number)

27-28 . MARO Other mention of marital state (actual number)

29-30 MAROW Other's Rank (actual number)

31. FAM Any statement of family relationship
0 .= MD v ,

1 =. PYimary,e.g., mother, son, wife, husband
2 = Secondary, e.g., aunt, cousin
3 = Adopted ,
4 = Birth order
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Twenty Statements (Cont'd ..)

Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 -(Cont 'd.)

32 FAMV Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

33 FAMC Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 =-Non-consensual

34-35 FAM, Rank of item
(actual number)

36-37 FAMO

38-39 FAMOR Other's rank
(actual number)

40 REL

Other mention of family relationship
(actual number)

41 RELV

42 RELC

43-44

Religious statement
0 = MD
1 = Protestant
2 = Catholic
3 = Jewish
4 =Other named religion, e.g., Bahai
5 = Other religious role, e.g., servant

of God, religious person
6 = RelOious activity, e.g., .ztive in

c urch
7 = Not religious

O

Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = NOn-consensual

RLLR Rank of item
(actual number)'
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Twenty Statements ( Cont'd.)

Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Desci.iption and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

45-46

47-48

49

50

51

52-53

. 54-5S

56-57 .

08

its

RELO

RELOR

POS

POSY

POSC

POSR

POSO

POSOR

ALL -

ALLV

Other mention of religion
(actual number)

Other's rank for next mentioned only
(actual number)

Position in the community
0 = MD
1 = Elected, e.g., mayor, city council,

school board
2 = ArTointed, e.g., town clerk, boss
3 = Achieved, e.g., chief, village leader,

town fool

Valence
0 =MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral

= Negative

Consensual
0 =MD,
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

Rank of item
(actual number).

Other mention of
'(actual umber

osition in

Other rank for next-mentioned
(actual number)

community

only

Place allegiance
0 = MD
1 = Local, e.g., camp kid, from Ambler
2 = State
3 = National, e.g., American
4 = World or species

Valence
0:= MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

s'a
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Twenty Statements (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

Variable Description and Codes

60 ALLC Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

61:62 ALLR Rank of item (aCtual number) ,-

63-64 ALLO Other mention of place of allegiance(actual number)

65-66 ALLOR Other rank for next mentioned only (actual number)

69-70 INFOID 20 Statements info ID number * 12

71 '- CARDSEQ 20 Statements card sequence number = 1

72-73 VILLID1 Village ID
01 = Ambler
02 = Buckland
03 = Shagelul.

04 = GrayilLg
05 = Foly Cross
06 = hnvik
07 = )1d Harbor
08 = Akhiok
Q9 = Cape Pole
10 = Whale Pass

74 GRADEI Grade (actual number)
0 = Adult

75 SEX1 I Sex
0 = Male
1 = Female

76-77 SUBID1

78-79 FAMID1,
4

Subjects seq ID (sequence adults by sex)

Family. ID number

80 FAMPOS1 PositiOn in family
1 = Husband
2 = Wife

0
3 = Son
4 = Daughter
S = Male living with-foster parent or others
6 = !7emale living with foster parent or others,-
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Twenty Statements (Cont'd)'

Column(s)
Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes'

Card 2

1 . PHY Physical description
1 = Body zharacterisitc, e.g., tall,

fat
2 = Affect, e.g., pretty, strong
3 = Active, e.g., athletic, good runner

2 PHYV Valence
0 = MD.
1 .= Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

3 °Consensual
0 = MD
1, = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual .

.\

4-s PHYR Rank of item
(actual number)

6-7 PHYO Other mention of physical descrition
(actual number)

8-9 PHYOR Other rank for next mentioned only.
(actual number)

'JO NAM Name
1 = personal, e.g., Fred
2 = Family, e.g., Sml.th
0 = MD

11 NAMV Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

12 NAMC Consensual
0' = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

13-.14 NAMR Rank of item
(actual mot! er)

15 -16 NAMO tither mention of name
(actual number)

17-18 NAMOR Other rank fur next mentioned
(actual number)

. 91
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.Twenty Statements (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name

Card 2 (Cont'd.)

19 WOR

-20

21

22-23

24-25

26-27

1 28

29

30

WORV

WORC

WORR

. WORO

WOROR

ALC.

ALCV

ALCC

31-32. c . ALCF.

33-34

6

ALCO

Variable Description and Codes

World 'position
0 = MD
1' =

=

Economic, e.g., rich, poor
Education

3 = Sibjective,
most, best

e.g. , better off than
in the world

4 Space, e.g., in a village

Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Yegative

Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

Rank of-item
(actual- number)

Other mention of world position
(actual number)

Other rank for next mentioned only
(actual number)

Alcohol related
0 = MD
1 = Personal circumstance,

drinker
2 = Referent, e:g.,

Vafence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 '= Negatiwe

Consensual
0 = MD
1 Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

R1k'of, item
(actual limber)

e.g., I'm a

wife of a drunk

Other mention of alcohol _
(actual mililber)

r1.''



Twenty Statements (Cont'd.) .10
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Variable
Column(s) Name

Card 2 (Cont'd.)

Variable Description and Codes

35-36 ALCOR Other rank for next mentioned only
(actual number).

37 PER Personal characteristics
0 = MD
1 = Emotional, e.g., happy, sad
2 = Attribute, e.g., good-hearted
3 = descriptive, e.g., slow eater,

like companions

38 PERV Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral

Negative

39 PERC Consensual
0 = MD

.
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

40-41 PERR Rank of item

. .
(actual number)

42-43 PERO Other mention of personal characteristics
(actual number).

. .

.

44-45 PEROR (-her rank foi.next mentioned only
(actual number)

46 ACT Activity orientation
0 = MD
1 = Av catibnal
2 = Task related but not upationalo

47 ACTV Valence
0 =MD`
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral

me 3 = Negative

48 ACTC - Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

. ,

49-50 .41CTR Rank of item 4
(actual 'limber)

/ 9 -
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Twenty Statements (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s1 Name , Variable Descri tion and Codes

Card 2 (Cont'd.)

51-52 ACTO

53-54 ' ACTOR

Other mention of activity orientation
(actual number)

Other rank f-Ir next mentioned only
(actual numoir)

55-5k) OCC Occupation - 2 digits
(refer to Table 2)

57 s OCCV. Valence
0 = MD
1 = Positive
2 = Neutral
3 = Negative

58 OCCC Consensual
0 = MD
1 = Consensual
4 = Non-consensual

59 -60 OCCR Rank of item'
jactual number)

6i-62 OCCO Other mentionf occupation
(actual number) '

63-64

69-70

71

72-73

.1.

OCCOR Other rank next mentioned only
(actual number)

TNFOID

CA EQ

VIL ID2

20 Statements info ID number = 12

20 Statements card sequence number = 2

Village ID
'01 =. Ambler
02 = Buckland
03 = Shageluk
04.= Grayling
05.= Holy Cross
06 = Anvik
07 = Old Harbor
08 = Aktiiok
09 = Cape. Pole
10 = Whale Pass

74 GRADE2 Grade (actual number)
- 0 = Adult

)

-15- SEX2 Sex
0 = Male
1 = Female
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Twenty Statements (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

Cdrd 2 (Cont'd.)

76-77 SUBID2 Subjects seq ID (sequence adii-ts by sex)

78-79 FAMtD2 Family ID tsamber

80 FAMPOS2 Position in family
1 = Husband
2 = Wife
3 = Son
4 = Daughter
5 = Male living with foster parent or othors
6 = Female living with foster parent ofothers

Card 3

1

2-3

.4-5

6-7

r

OTHER Other residual category
= Yes,- a category is given you cannot code

OTHERR Rank of first listed uncodeable item
(actual number)

OTHERO . Other uncodeable items
(actual number)-

OTHEROR

69-70 INFOID .

71 CARDSEQ

72 -73 VILLID3

t

Other rank for next-mentioned ondy
(actual number)

NOTE: List all other's on index cards.and
7117by ID# of respondent
Total numbtr of itels
Number of ther categories ;
Rank ; "quote" for each other category;
coder's initials.

20 Statementssinfor ID number r 12

20 Statements card sequence number

Village r0
01 = Ambler
02 = Buckland
03 = Shageluk
04 = Grayling
OS = Holy Cross
pe. Anvik
07 = Old harbor
-08 =

09 = Cane 'Pole
- 10 = Map ,Pass,

'-/".0 I

. 0

= .3



Twenty Statements (Cont'd.)

VariE,le
Column(s) Name

Card 3 (Cont'd )

Variable Description and Codes

74 GRADE3 Grade (actual number)
0 = Adult

75 SEX3 Sex
0 = Vale
1 =

76-L77 SUBID3 Subject seq ID (sequence adults by sex)

78-79 FAMID3 ] Family ID number

80. F, OS; Position in family
1 = Husband
2 = Wife
3 = Son
4 = Daughter
5 = Dale living with foster parent or Gthers
6 = Female living with foster parent or others

,
,

4

J..



TV Log Codebcok File Name: TVLOG

Column(s)
-Vari4ble%
Name Variable Description and Codes

1 MONTH Month of year

3-4 DAY Day of month

5 YEAR Last number of year

NETWORK Origin of program
1 = ABC
' = CBS
S = NBC
4 = PBS
5 = Other

TIMES

TIMEE

1S-11 TYPE

Time program begins (see Appendix, Tale

Time program ends' (see Appendix, Table 7)

Type of program
PI = Series and serials*
02 = News and public affairs
1)3 = Movies

= Education
07, = Commercials
n6 = General entertainment**
07 = Children's programs
OS = FeatUres and documer'
00 = Sports
10 = Plays
11 = Publicity (internal)
12 - Reliion
1 = Arts and music
14 = Stution spot

*Series refer to drama programs (westerns,
crime, situal etc.) where certain regular
characters appear in successive episodes
with self - contained Mots while serials refer
to those with a continuing story line.

"General entertainment includes musical shows,
variety shows, games and qui: shows, and those
talk shows which in manner and matter ore
more linked to ''show business- than to public
affairs discussions.

1S DES Designator
0 = Tape
1 = Live program
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TV Log Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Des:fibtion .d Codes

16 DAM Damage descri -ion
1 = Audic
2 = No ccicr, bre: ng up
3 = Breaki: up or =ping
4 = No o'olcr
5 = No vide-o

6 = Grainy or s-lo
7. = Erase:
S = Oper r eiro- r mecha7..al problems
9 = Powe- Jutag:.

17 DAMLOC Location of
1

2

3

4

5

=

=

=

=

=

Be7inl

Fri
Nc spe_

Nc des
.00' !or.,



. af T.LO ri
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Jar _ Description anc: Jes

"ro,lzra ines
0_0 a.m
(L5 = .30

020 =
025 : 30

030 :00

035 : 30

040 :0(

04

ns
055 :

06)
fl , _ p.

= ! OG
31

= 'On
-

f = 30
Or

097. 3 30
10, 4 00
107 4 SO

1r 5 in

!T iTh

01
1-6 :31
1-n , :00
17'5 . 30
180 1 -2:00
185 - 30 . M.

190 :00
1.95 :30
200 :00



.ole 2 Occupaticx7 L

stiornai Itels 33 and 3-3
my tat ment,

O

34

Variable Jess - -- pt and Cc=des

MissiTg
Oi Accon-tar
02 Lawy:
J3 Sciemtist Oiclogcal physical, e.g.,

:, geologist, biologist)
04 Phs :ip Dr dentist
)5 Nurs -. ;istered)

)6 Scie-tis (social, e.g.., anthropologist.
ec_nomi t, ps-:-choloOst)

L7 Teac -id coaches

Engi:.eer

Technical, e.., person. dentai

th_ e.g., h,retball player
13 Poi: man
14 Firenan

15 Poli7ics
Modc

'0 Manaers and admix strators, e.g.,
st.'re manager -n )t "work in.store"
whch should be c:oded as "store clerk";
also manager or other official manage -
inert position w7ti village or regional
corporation

21 Owner air taxi ser%ice
30 Sales workers, e.g. store clerk
40 Clerical worker

41 Typist, secreta-y, general office work
42 Bookkeep.rn. or treasurer

43 Administrative assistant
44 Postal worker

50 Craftsman
51 Carpenter
52 Electricians
53 Welder
54 Mechanics
55 Painter
56 Plumber and pipe fitter
57 Mason
58 Surveyor

59 Pilot-
60 Operative except transport
61 Logger
62 Wienworker (or other airline with village

location)
63 Fishing
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Table 2 (Cont'd.) Occupation Code List

Variable Description and Codes

Questionnaire Items 33 and 34 65 Transport equipmult operatives, e_g.,
Twenty State Dents OCC heavy equipment, bus driver

7C Laborers, e.g., cmstruction,
cannery worker,

71 Traditional sibsistence, e.g., trapping,
hunter, fishcamp to fish

72 Firefighters
73 Student
75 Farm
80 Service wor rs

81 Cook
82 Health ,.,rvice workers, e.g., health

aid. :-,7actical nurse, dental assistant
83 Persona: service workers, e.g.,

stewar._ess
84 Teacher's aide
85 Bull cool,., janitor, watchman
86 as in 85 jut specifying village of

camp location
87 Other, e.g., child care
88 Newspaper delivery

90 Private household workers
91 Domestic, housewife, married
92 Specific activity usually considered

avocation rather than occupation,
e.g., climb mountains, sportsman, traveler

93 Description, e.g., high paying job
94 innappropriate answer, e.g., a gi-1,

graduate, live a man, be nice, go to
states, get rich, help others

95 No, don't want job
96 indeterminate employment, e.g., have a job,

work
FAKE CARD 97 Other, refer to CNER index card or Student

omment
98 Don't know
99 Not ascertained

Note: For Twenty Statements data use followir-;
modifications:

1. Change #71 to Trapper
2. Add:

76 Hunter
Fishcamp to fish

78 Reindeer herder
79 Basket or mask maker

3. Delete nos. 92, 94, 95, 98 and 99

1 f)
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Table 2 (Contrd.) -,ccup-ti-n Code List

Collapsed- Categor,

riaLie Description and Lodes

ego,- I Codes 1-11 Profe

technical
or 2: Codes 12-15 Put11.

and athleti,...:

Ae:gor: 3: Cocks 20, 21 E)us',

_tezor 4: Codes 40-44 her:

,tegory 5: Codes 50-58,
Skilled workman

.ategnry 6: Cods 59, 62, (:3, i2,

Skilled work in \ age . In,

Jtegory 7: Codes 71, ?6, -7, -.. -9

Traditional :iative
Categc:y 8: Codes 80, 81, S3, K1

Service worker
LA.tegc,-,--v 9: Codes 90, 91 Domest

Catevo:-. 10: Codes 73, 75, 97 Or=a-r: tvit--,t

farm, and other
:ategorc 11: Codes 93, 96 UnclaE,fiah

1'



-

Th

Di UM:.

n Codebook Fl le Name: OLS

r_! is, one ten minut observation perie,_
r )f c rds for ea_7: case is variable.

Var -de

slw Variable De-

7'

.tiom and Codes

1

2-3 LM1

1 = A.M.
2 = Noon
3 = Early P
4 = Late P. after 3 P.M.)
9 = MD

TEMP: tempo; iture as read
'9 = MD

4-5 -0L., JN Code is unit. to each locatio

6 NUM' Number
1 = Alone
2 = Group

7-11 DA71: Day (2 cols month 2 cols.) =

12-17 MjPE 1 Form::: Co: _2 - target, col 14 -
18-23 M.N0T1 2 ac or, co. 15 to whom, cc 17 -
24-29 M:NUTT 3 conflict re-.olution. Each rorded
30-35 M1,4:E 4 it same pc
36-41 AlitiTE 5

42-47 'AINUTE 6 Codes
48-53 .,INURE 7

a!H get:54-59 MINUTE 8
1 = 4 = CC60-65 MINUTE 9
2 = F 5 = CA66-71 MINUTE 10
3 = F

as )r:

10 = tA;' 16 = TASK
11 = ANF 17 = RO
12 =AC 18 = RD
13 = Ar 19 = C
14 = AF 20 = 0TH
15 = COuP 21 = NO

To whom:
6 = CH 7 = AD 8 = 0

Conflict resolution:
40 = COC7' 43 = FHT
41 = D0t 44 = INT
42 = SUB

72-73 VILLID Village ID number (see cc 72-73,STUDINFO
Codebook)
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Oh' 2rvation Codebook mit d.

do

GRADE

SEX

riable Description and Codes

-ade of.subject

of subject
.3 Male

Female

76-77 SUBU) ....,Jec-: :D number

76 INFOI".: ' info ID number =t

79-8e CARE6E. iES' carci sequence number = 01, 02, etc.
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-TV1 -0( gook File Name: TVT

Car

1

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

PRIM

ECO"

REL'i

Card 1 = Story One

Primary character
1 = Male adult
2 = Female adult
3 = Male child
4 = Female 'child
9 =- MD

Secondary; character
1 = Male adult.
2 = Female adult
3 = Male child
4 = Female child

= MD

Relationship
1 = Father/son
2 = Husband/wife
3 = Teacher/student
4 = Peer friends
5 = Other
6 = Not defined
9 =MD

Columns 4 through 21 indicate "Need" of
primary characters Codes for columns
4-21 are (frequency) 1 = once, 2 = twice, etc.

4 NAB N - abasement

5 NACH N - achievement

6 NAGE N - aggression, emotional and verbal

7 NAGPS N - aggression, physical; social

8 AGPA N - aggression, physical; asocial

9 AGD N - aggression, destruction

10 DOM N - dominance

11 INTRA N - intraggression

.12 NURT N - nurturance

13 PASS N - passivity
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TVT Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and. Codes

Card

14

1 (Cont'd.)

SEX N -.sex

15 _ SUC N - succd4nce ,
.0 ,

. 16_ DEF % N - deference

17 ' ICON . N - internal conflict

18 UNST N emotional instat)ii ity or change

19 .DEJ N - dejection

20 ANX N - anxiety

21 AFF Affiliate

Columns 22 through 39 indicate "Need" of
secondary character. Codes are as in
columns 4 through 21.

22 NAB N - abasement

23 NACH N - achievement

24 NGE N aggression, emotional and verbal

25 NAGPS N - aggression, physical; social

26 AGPA N - aggres.sion, physical; asocial
-/-*-)

27 AGD 14 -"aggression, destruction
c4.

28 DOM N - dominance
...."

29 INTRA N - intraggression

30 NURT N - nurturance

31 PASS N - passivity

32 SEX N sex

33 SUC N - succorance.
i

-34 DEF N deference

35. ICON N - internal conflict
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TVT Codebook (Cont'd)

Vati able,

column(s)

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

Variable Description and Codes

36 UNST N - emotional instabiiity change

37 DEJ N -.dejection

38 ANX N - anxiety

39 AFF Affiliation

P = "Press" for primary character
Code columns 40-S3was in columns 4-21.

40 PAFAS P - affiliation, associative

41 PAFEM P - affiliation, emotional

PAGVER P - aggression, emotional and verbal

43 PAGPHYS P - hvsical, social

44 PAGPHYAS- P -4144AiQa1Asocial

4S .PAGDEST P - destruction

46 PDOMC P dominance, coercion

47 PDOMR P - dominance, restraint

PDOMI P - dominance, induce

49 PNUR P - nurturance

SO PRE.J P - rejection

SI . PLAK P - lack

PLOS P loss

.S3 PIIDANG P - physical danger - not,aggr6ssion

S4 Blank

SS VIC Victim
1 = Male adult
2 = Female adult,
3 = Male child
4 = Female child

= Male elderly
6 = Female elderly
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TVT Codebook (Cont'd.)

Variable
Column(s) Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

£6 VICZER Victimizer
1 = Male adult
2 = Female adult
3 = Male child

4 = Female child
5 = Male elderly
6 = Female elderly

OUTCON Outcome - conflict resolution
1 = Cooperation

/

2 = Submission
3 = Withdrawal
4 = Not resolved

\.....
9 = MD

38 OUTEM 7)utcome - affective tone
1 = Positive
2 = Negative

= Neutral

59 OVER

4 = Mixed,

Overall story affectiv
1 = Positive
2 = Negative
3 = Neutral
4 = Mixed

60 ALC Mention of alcohol
1 = Presence only
2 = Abuse

61 FORMAL Formal story characteristics
= Structurely complete
= Coherent but not structurely complete

3 = Fragmented
4 = Incoherent

62-63-64 LEND Length, number of words

65 INTEL
1 = Complete

= 90%
3 = 50%
4 = 10%
5 = None

66-71 C./Blank
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TVT Codebook (Goni'd'.)

Column(s)
Variable
Name

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

/-73

Variable Description and Codes

VILLID Village ID number (see cc 72-73, STUDINFO
Codebook)

74 GRADE Grade of subject

75 SEX Sex of subject
0 = Male
1 = Female

76-77 SUBID Subject ID number

78-79 INFOID N TVT info ID = 44

80 CARDSEQ TVT card sequence number = 01, 02, etc.

Cards 2, 3, and 4same codes for siob,
2, 3, and 4. Codes are based on Murray's
(1943) fOrmat. ti

19n
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Interview Schedule Codebook File Name: INTSCHEI)

Question Variable
Column(s) Number Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1

1-3 Front pg. IDENT1

4 CARD1

5-6 Front pg. VILLAGE1

Identification number (3 digits)

Card #1 (card set)

Village identification and code (odd nos.=TV;
even nos =no TV)

01 = Ambler
02 = Buck land

03 = Shageluk
04 = Grayling
05 = Holy Cross
06 = Anvik
07 = Old Harbor

'08 = Akhiok
09 = Cape Pole
10 = Whale Pass

1 SEX Sex of respondent
1 = Male
4 = -Female

0' = Missing data (MD)

MARITAL Marital status
0 =MD
1 = Married
2 = Divorced
3 = Single
4 = Widowed
5 = Separated
9 = More than one category

9-10 3 AGE Actual age given
00 = MD

11-15 4 SCHOOL1 TO Where they attended, based on TV availability
SCHOOLS= (coded in one columh block)

P 0 = MD
1 = TV available
4 = No

16-20 ',,,5,1- TRAVEL1 TO Where they have,traveled '(one column each)
,5,5 TRAVELS 0 = MD

1 = Traveled
4 == No place with TV

1 1 u
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Interview Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question
Column(s) Number

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

21 6/12 CASHWRKH Husband's cash income
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No

22-23 7/13 WORKH Husband's work coded
(refer to Appendix, Table 1)

24 8/14 TIMEH Husband's work hours
0 = MD
1 = Full time (40+ hours)
4 = Part time
9 = NA

25 9/15 WRKYEARH Husband's work seasonal?
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No
9 = NA

26 10/16 SEASONH Husband's work season or seasons.
0 = MD
1 = Summer
2 = Fall
3 = Winter
4 = Spring
5 = 2 of above
6 = 3 of above
7 = All olabove
9 = NA

27-28 11/17 WORKWKSH Number of weeks the husband usually works
(actual number).

29 12/6 CASHWRKW Wife's cash inccme
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No
9 = NA

30 -31 13/7 WORKW Wife's work coded
(refer to Appendix, Table 1)

32 . 14/8 WORKTIMEW Wife's work hours
0 = MD'

1 = Full
4 = Part
9 = NA

time (404 hours)
time
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Interview Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question Variable
Column(s) Number Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 1 (Cont'd.)

33 15/9 WORKYEARW Wife's work seasonal?
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No
9 = NA

34 16/10 SEASOIM Wife's work season or seasons
0 = MD
1 = Summer
2 = Fall

3 = Winter
4 = Spring
5 = 2 of above
6 = 3 of above
7 = All of above
9 = NA

35 -36 17/11 WORKWKSW Number of weeks the wife usually works
(actual number)

37 18 CASHECON Can they live on cash economy?
0 = MD
d = Yes
4 = No

Note: The following activity questions have
the same coding categories, which are as
follows:

0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No

38 19 SURV1 Hunting

39 19 SURV2 Fishing

40 19, SURV3 Aid from relatives

'41 19 SURV4 Trapping

42 19 SURV5 Rental money

43 19 SURV6 Welfare

44 19 SURV7 Sale of crafts

45 , 19 .SURV8. Other
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Interviel, Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question Variable
Column(s) Number Name

Card 1 ( Cont'd.)

\Viable Description and Codes

46 20 SUBSIST Subsistence activities proportion
0 = MD
1 = All of it
2 = Most of it
3 = About 1/2

= Some
5 = Very little

47 21 SUBSISIM Importance other than survival of subsistence
activities

0 = MD
1 = Very important
2 = SOmewhat
3 = Not very
4 7.=" Not at all

48-71 22 REPLACI TO Activities that respondent feels television
REPLAC12 will replace coded. in 2 columm blocks

(refer to Appendix, Table 2)

72-73 , 23 HOUSESIZ Number of individuals who live in the
household (be sure the respondent is included)

.0
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Interview Schedu:e Codebook All of Card 2 = Question #23 for 10 possible
(Cont'd.) listings

Question Variable
Column(s) Number Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 2

1-3 IDENT2 Identification number (3 digits)*

4 CARD2 Card #2 (cardset)

5 23 RELATI' Position in household of first list.!cl
0 = MD
1 = Fusband
2 = Father
3 = Mother
4 = Son
5 .= Daughter
6 = Other relative
7 = Non-related
9. = NA

6-7 23 RELAGE1 Ageof household individual.l

8 23 RELSEX1 Sex of household indiVidual I
0 = MD

=M
4 = F

9 23 RELNAT1 Nationality of household individual
0 = MD
1 = Native
2 = White
3' = Eskimo
4 = Indian
5 =-Athabascan
6 = Aleut
7 = Black
8 = Oriental
9 = Other

10-11 23 RELEDUC1 Education of first listed
- 00 = MD_

Actual year listed
33 = Grammar school if no year
44.= High school
55 = G.E.D.
66 = Technical schobl
77 = College

- 88 = Actual year + one of above
99= NA
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Interview Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question
Column(s) Number

Variable
Name Variable Description and CodeS

Card 2 (Cont'd.)

12 23 RELAT2 Repeat for 2nd listed
(see format for Card Column 5 VIrough 11)

13-14 23 RELAGE2

15 23 RELSEX2

16 23 RELNAT2

17-18 23 RELEDUC2

19 23 RELAT2 Repeat for 3rd listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

20-21 23 RELAGE3

22 23 RELSEX3

23 23 RELNAT3

24-25 23 RELEDUC3

26 23 RELAT4 Repeat for 4th listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

27-28 -23 RELAGE4

29 23 RELSEX4

30 23 RELNAT4

31-32 23 RELEDUC4

33 23 RELAT5 Repeat for 5th listed
(see format for. Card Column 5 through 11)

34735 23 RELAGE5

36 :1 23 RELSEX5

37 23 RELNAT5

38-39 23 RELEDUCS



Interview Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question
Column(s) Number

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 2 (Cant'd.)

40 23 RELATE Repeat for 6th listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

41-42 23 RELAGE6

43 23 RELSEX6,

44 23 RELNAT6

45-46 23 RELEDUC6

47 23 RELAT7 Repeat for 7th listed
(see format for Card Column 5'through 11)

'48-49 23 RELAGE7

50 23 RELSEX7

51 23 RELNAT7

52-53 23 RELEDUC7

54 23 RELAT8 Repeat for 8th listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

55-56 23 RELAGE8

57 23 RELSEX8

58 23 RELNAT8

59-60 23 - RELEDUC8

61 23 RELAT9 -epeat for 9th listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

62-63 23 RELAGE9

647 -1RELSEX9

65 23 RELNAT9

66 -67 231- RELEDUC9

11C



Interview .Schedule Codebook (Cotigtid.)

51

Variable .

Column(s) \ame Variable Des.:ription and Codes

Card 2 (Cor

68 ,TIATO Repeat for 10th listed
(see format for Card Column 5 through 11)

69 -70 23 RELAGEO

71 23 RELSEXO

72 23 RELNATO

73-74 23 RELEDUCO
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interview Schedule Codehook

Co1umn(s)
Q6.::stion

Number
Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

C-7d 3

1-3 IDENT3 Identification number (3 digits)

4 2ARD3 Card #3

5-6 VILLAGE3 Village identification and code -,

7-8 24 VISITS Number of visits listed
.7

9-28 24 PURPOS1 TO Purpose of visits - coded in 2 column blocks
PURPOS10 (refer to Appendix, Table 3)

29-30 25 ACTS. Number of activities
(actual number)

31-50 25 ACTIV1 TO Activities - coded in 2 column blocks
ACTIVIO (refer to Appendix, Table 4)

51-52 26 VISITORS Number of visitors
(actual number)

53 -'2 26 rURPOS11 TO Purpose of visits - coded in 2 column blocks
PURPOS20 (refer to Appendix, Table 3)
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Interview Schedule Codebook

Question Variable
= Colum(s) Number Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 4

1-3 IDENT Identification number (3 digits)

4 CARD Card #4

5-6 VILLAGE Village Identification

7 -8 27 FRIENDS Number of listed friends (actual number)

9-13 27 SOCIO1 TO Relationship of friend ! column each
SOCIO5 0 = MD

1 = Friend
2 = Relative
3 = Other relative
`4 = Neighbor
5 = Other (drinking friend)

, 9 = NA

14-25 28 PUBLIC1 TO Public meeting places .coded in 2 column blocks
PUBLIC6 (refer to Appendix, Table 5)

26 HOMETV Do they have a TV.in the home?
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 .,No

27 30 BUYTV Do they plan to buy a TV?
0 = MD
1 = Nes
4 = No
9 = DNA

28 31 .WATCHTV 'Do they watch when able?
0 = MD
1 = Yes, always
2 = Yes,, usually
3 =.0ccasionally-
4 = Never
9 = DNA

O

-29 32 LIKETV Would they like entertainment TV in the
village?

0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No

e 113
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Interview Schedule Codebook (Cont'd.)

Question
Column(s) Number

Variable
Name Variable Description and Codes

Card 4 (Cont'd.)

30-41 33 PROGPREF What programs would they like to see shown?
(code pending - will be in 2 column blocks)

42-53 34 PROGNEG What programs would they rather not see shown?
(code pending - will be in 2 column blocks)

54 35 REWARDTV Will they use TV to socialize?
0 = MD
1 = Yes
4 = No

55-68' 35 FEELTV Feelings on TV - coded in 2 column blocks
(refer to Appendix, Table 6)
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Interview Schedule Codebook Locus of Control

Question Variable
,Column(s) Number Nam Variable Description and Codes

Card 5

1-3 IDENT Identification number (3 digits)

4 CARD Z Card #5

5-6 VILLAGE Village ID

7-17 2/11 LOCI TO LOC11 Code LOC questions as follows:
0 MD
1 = a
4 ~b 4

A
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Interview Schedule Table 1 Replacive C6de

56

Variable Description and Codes

Question '22 00 Missing data
01 Visiting
02 Reading
03 Movies
04 Bingo
05 Cards
06 Drinking
07 Radio
08 Records and tape listening 't

t
09 Family time willAecrease. I.

10 Kies outdoor activity
11 Kid's indoor activity
12 Later bed time
13 Games

cf 14 Work time--trapqng and fishing
15 Housework
16 Housework-=time change
17 Worship=- church time will decrease
18 Sewing . 0

19 Hand -crafts' .

20 Public meetings -- attendance will drop
21 Local functions
22 Will be educational
23 Vocabulary change
24 Replace boredom :

25 Good for ill and infirm
26 Writing
27 Expand world viri %

28 Cultural changes (loss)
. A

29 Will be a babysitter .

30 Conversation topieswill shift
310 Means of discipline
32 Kids will beeioos creative
55 Don't know--idfusal.to answer
66 .GenePal effect, e.g., make'me lazy, recrehtion

will change
77 Improve behavior
88 No change

99 NA 4



Interview Schedule TaJle 2 Purpose Code

57

Questions 24 and 26

a

Variable Description and Codes

00 ,MisSing data
01 Visit
02 Visit and inquire about work
03 Visit and carry packages
04 Visit, gossip, drink coffee
05 Visit and church business
06 Visit, play cards, chess, games
07 1isit and pay for shoes
08 Visit and drink
09 Visit and knit
10 Visit.andtrade books
11 Visit and business
12 Pot luck
13 Family reunion
14 Family reunion and dinner

. 15p Looking for husband, son, daughter
16 Party

.

17 'Birthday tarty
18 Ask favor
19 Ask friend's children to go sledding

'20 Chatting
21 Talk about storybooks
22' Talk, play Yahtzee
23 Play poker
24 Drink coffee
25 Visit and dinner,or snack
26 Drink tea
27' To see new babf
28 To see grandson .

29 To retrieve children .
30 Order gun part and visit
31 To ask'about stamp c011ection, stove

fitting, other.inf6rmation
32 To take message
33 To get a ride out of camp
34 Pick up tape recorder
35 Interi ewing
36 Invit to a meeting, other activity,
'37 Attend a meeting
38 Watch TV .

.39 Sit and chew IL

40 Read and talk
41 Visit and babysit
42 Visit Godchild every day
43 Get stoned,-visit
44 Ask about prayer meeting a
45 Village business;
46 Go fishing
47 Help friend with task
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,Interview Schedule Table 2 (Cont'd.) Purpose Code

Variable Description and Code

Questions 24 and 26 48 Borrow food, or item
49 Buy food, item
50 Return borrowed items
51 Check health and welfare of parents, in-laws,

friends

53 Learn to bead
54 Guitar lesson
55 Lunch, supper
56 read comics, listen to tapes, radio, music
57 Office work
58 Bring water
99 NA

0

._
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Interview Schedule Table 3 Activity lode

59

Question 25

Variable Description and Codes

00 Missing data
01 Ping pong, pool
02 pingo
03 Fishing, trapping, hunting
04 Movies
05 Cards
06 Post office
07 Visiting
08 Watch TV
09 Duck hunting
10 Ice fishing
11 Sea urchin hunting
12 Watch dog races
13 Take dog for walk
14 Skidoo riding
15 Wolf hunting
16 Drive (truck) around
17 Sledding, skating
18 Walk around '

19 Target practice
20 Sight seeing
21 Beach combing
22 Watch Northern Lights
23 Guide newcomers in village
24 Clean bunk house at camp
25 Clean church
26 Clean school
27 Clean up yard
28 Take care of neighbor's plants, house
29 Help friend with business or task
30 Check on boat
31 Work in the shop
32 Work in kindergarten
33 Laundry
34 Work on meat
35 Go to washhouse to wash
36 Cook for headstart
37 Make banya
38 Chop and pack wood fOr banya
39 Take children to school
40 Meet mail plane for mail or groceries
41 Grocery store
42 Church
43 Stores other than grocery
44 Work on city power plant
45 Work on house
46 Skin seals
47 Haul ice
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Interview Schedule Table 3 (Cont'd.) Activity Code

Variable Description and Codes

Question 25 48 Pack water
49 Throw out trash
50 Basket ball
51 Trip to Kodiak--booze run
52 Eat meals at friend's house
53 Went to airplane float with kids for

exercise
54 Went to pond behind trailors
55 Walk out of camp
56 Went across bay
57 Went to restaurant
58 Went to nearby towns
59 Went to Ketchikan for 3 days
60 Hike to Shipley Bay--40 miles, two days
61 Went to bar to listen to music and dance
62 Village meetings
63 -ABE classes
64- Clinic
65 Arrend night courses
66 Dentist
67 SUbstitute teach at school or work
68 Dances
69 Went to work
70 School functions (meetings)
71 Buy oil
72 Picnic
73 Get keys
99 NA
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Interview Schedule Table 4 Place Code

Variable Description and Codes

Question 28 00 Missing data
01 Church
02 Airplane dock or mail boat
03 School gym
04 Community hall
05 Store, commisary
06 Post office
07 Movies
08 Outside, on the road or trail
09 Bingo
10 Bike3--motor shop
11 School functions
12 Showers (at rec hall)
13 Saw shop
14 Volley ball
15 Laundry house
16 Trash incinerator
17 Office
18 Work
19 Rec hall, pool hall
20 Shop
21 .Picnic, swimming (outdoor function)
22 Headstart building
23 City office building
24 Friends' homes
25 Own home
26 Weekly races
27 Hotel
28 Parties
29 Meetings
30 Kashim
99 NA



Interview Schedule Table 5

11

62

Feelings on Television

Question 35

%.7

Variable Description and Codes

00 Missing data
01 Tendency to watch TV rather than visit or

play bingo
02 Will change unity of attitudes and community

involvement
03 Broaden ideas of career opportunities
04 Dissatisfaction with things one has, desire

for items one can't afford
05 TV will inflate one's goals beyond ability

tc achieve them
06 Children will play outside less
07 Detrimental to school work--won't do homework
08 Interfere with chores
09 Limits the imagination in occupying oneself
10 improve kids' imagination--will mimic programs
11 Good for occupying time if doing nothing

anyway
12 Less going to movies
13 Children will behave better, come home

earlier
14 People will become la y and fat
15 Decrease,in all activities--everyone will

. stay home more
..16 Bad weather activity
17' Will expose to different ideas and activities
18 Will be no change in visiting
19 Better informed on news and world events
20 Will provide reason to get together, e.g.,

to watch football
21 Decrease in family time (games and discussions)
22 Provide new topics of conversation
23 Change personalities of people in village
24 Discover commonalities with outside world
25 Family time will increase
26 Bedtime will change
27 May be more vandalism--increase violent

personalities
28 Good for kids
29 Interpersonal relationships will be

. less involved

30 Relief from routine in the evening
31 Less'gossip
32 Babysitter, relief for parents with small

children
33 Educational for children, family
34 Stop riding ski-doo for leisure
35 Good for those who are ill or inactive
36 Will keep the drunks home--decrease in

drinking
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Interview Schedule Table 5 (Cont'd.) Feelings on Television

Variable Description_and Codes

Question 35 (Cont'd.) 37 Village will be quieter
38 Will relieve.boredom, loneliness
39 Violence "might change"
40 Content of programs will influence behavior
41 Children less violent (will keep them

busy at home)
42 Take up alOt of time
43 Probably get tired of it
44 No change
45 No change aft.ar novelty wears off
46 For the better
47 Possibly some change
48 "I love it"
49 Favor Sesame Street
SO Don't know--never thought about it
99 NA

1 ,9



Appendix D

Copy of Rosenzwieg's P-F Supplement

1



You-can't
come with us
because we
are going
hunting--we'll
be gone for
many days.

You are too
small to
play with
us.

4

124

No, you can't
have candy.
I don't have
enough money
with me.

Sorry, but we
want to play
house by
ourselves.



Appendix E

Sample of Osgood Semantic Differential

1



Good

Poor

Peaceful

- Selfish

Strong

Can Trust Them

Not Free

Small

Many People

Is Like United States

Friendly

Near United States

Russia

in
between

I I I

126

Bad

Rich

Warlike

Generous

WTak

Can Not Trust -Them

Free

Large

Few People

Is Not Like United
States

Unfriendly

Not Near United
State;


